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A d d i n g Years to Life

Adding
to
Aging still frightens t o o m a n y
people. T h e y o u n g d o n ' t w a n t to be
reminded that today's prolonged
adolescence m a y be followed almost
directly by obsolescence. They see
aging as calamity. Decreased mobility a n d agility, m e m o r y lapses, almost assured illnesses, uncertainty
about financial security in an inflationinfected world. Will the geriatric glut
b e c o m e t o o m u c h of a b u r d e n f o r
the working population?
Disposable commodities
T h e aged feel like excess baggage.
At 65 they are given a watch or a
p l a q u e , a n old age pension, a n d
excused. It's intended to be a reward;
b u t f o r w h a t end? While the aged are
learning to switch f r o m a materialistic p r e o c c u p a t i o n , we have nothing
Bernie Wiebe is a teaching and research
associate at the Mennonite Studies Centre,
affiliated with the University of Winnipeg.
For a number of years he was editor of the

Mennonite.

to m a k e this rite of passage show
t h a t . C l e a r l y , t h e r e is n e e d f o r
a n o t h e r dimension at this stage of
life.
In the meantime, medical technology, dieting, and exercise are
a d d i n g years to o u r lives. T o d a y
a b o u t one of ten people in the United States and C a n a d a are 65 or over.
By 2030 that n u m b e r will be a b o u t
t w o of ten. The average male n o w
lives to 70; the average female to 76.
But w h o wants the extras years in
societies and churches where old is
considered disposable? A n d youth is
regarded as the true "fountain of
life"?
Honor the aged
The Bible includes " h o n o r " to the
aging a n d aged as one of the f u n d a mental c o m m a n d m e n t s f o r ethical
and long life in a n y c o m m u n i t y
( E x o d u s 20:12; D e u t e r o n o m y 5:16;
Ephesians 6:2-3). The Fifth C o m m a n d m e n t says that respect f o r age

will bring long life i n t o the land. It is
a c o m m a n d m e n t with promise.
There are s o m e hints what this
"promise" may mean. Proverbs 16:31
says age is attained by a righteous
life. Righteousness is often said to be
s y n o n y m o u s with justice. Justice
generates a n a t m o s p h e r e of fairness
a n d respect f o r all people. One obvious result of that is less contention,
violence and rejection toward anybody; therefore "adding life to years."
Proverbs 20:29 states: "The glory
of y o u n g m e n is their strength, gray
hair the splendor of the old." It
seems that the life-cycle moves f r o m
a n emphasis o n b r a w n to a n e m p h a sis on brain. That's n o t to discredit
either one. It recognizes their c o m plementary nature. While b r a w n or
muscular power m a y decrease with
age, brain or wisdom will increase
unless we discount and suppress it.
Justice a n d wisdom speak of tolerance and m a t u r i t y or equilibrium.
It is often t h o u g h t a m o n g us that
2
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It's time to listen to the experiences of age
and to learn that good, solid paths
take time to build and to travel with awareness.
selfishness. " Y o u have a fine way of
setting aside the c o m m a n d s of G o d
in o r d e r to observe y o u r o w n traditions! F o r Moses said, ' H o n o r y o u r
f a t h e r a n d y o u r m o t h e r , ' and 'Anyo n e w h o curses his f a t h e r or m o t h e r
m u s t be p u t t o death.' But you say
t h a t if a m a n says to his father or
m o t h e r : ' W h a t e v e r help you might
otherwise have received f r o m me is
C o r b a n ' (that is, a gift devoted to
G o d ) , then you n o longer let him d o
a n y t h i n g f o r his f a t h e r or m o t h e r "
( M a r k 7:9-12).
Even religious excuses seem t o
c o m e u p naturally. W h a t we might
have set aside to w o r k with the aged
is needed f o r o u r other worthy conference a n d congregation causes. So
there are n o people or financial
resources left.
Gray Power
G r a y P o w e r keeps on asserting
itself a n d we will see m o r e attention
t o aging a n d the aged, like it or not.
W h e n the present C a n a d i a n governm e n t suddenly a n n o u n c e d it would
cut old age pensions (by de-indexing—
a n indirect a n d subtle a t t e m p t to t a x
the aged), the seniors of C a n a d a
surprised O t t a w a by h o w quickly
they could organize and lobby
against the injustice of this a p p r o a c h .
T h e r e was little evidence of a n y geriatric senility a n d a n a m p l e display of
the creative potential a m o n g the
aged.
Libraries and encyclopedias
in people
I have frequently used a n illustration in family seminars. One of the
greatest gifts parents can give to
y o u n g children is to help t h e m be
friends with at least one person over
75. W h e n children appreciate elderly
people, they s o o n learn that in o n e
such person they have come t o k n o w
a whole library or a whole ency4

clopedia. The vast s t o r e h o u s e of
knowledge and wisdom in such a
relationship is beyond imagination.
A n d the exciting thing is that it's not
a one-way street. Elderly people are
equally fascinated by the imagination and d r e a m s of the young. Such
dyads become mutually enriching in
ways that f o r m a l school learning can
rarely match.
There is growing awareness t o d a y
that we must learn more a b o u t aging
and a b o u t the aged. The d e m o g r a p h ics d e m a n d it. Scripture c o m m a n d s
it. Compassion desires it.
One model f o r "adding life to
years" t h r o u g h our churches a n d
families could be the following:
1. Ministries to the aging and the
aged. We have designated services
to most categories of people. There
are things we must offer to people
with handicaps, to children with
learning difficulties, to single parents
with low incomes, to disturbed a d o lescents, to those w h o are abusers of
alcohol, other drugs, spouses, or
children. Likewise there are ministries essential to older people, such
as counseling f o r meaningful transitions f r o m career-orientation to relationship orientation, f r o m p r o d u c tivity orientation to "being" orientation, f r o m a w o r k - f o c u s to a m o r e
leisure-focus—all with self-esteem.
M u c h needs to be d o n e in this
area. We have too easily assumed
o u r service to the aged was d o n e
when we build h o m e s f o r the aged.
A b o u t two-thirds of the elderly live
in their o w n h o m e s and only six percent require nursing care. But all of
t h e m deserve a sense of dignity and
outlets for continued creative "being."
Senility is a disease too often imposed
u p o n the aged because we p r o m o t e
the n o t i o n that to live beyond age 65
is like driving u p a dead end street.
M o r e essential t h a n housing is the
service t o t h e elderly of c a r i n g

younger people w h o will counsel
t h e m a b o u t adding life to their years.
Pensions, until recently mostly built
a r o u n d men, have been totally inadequately designed. In m a n y cases, the
w o m e n outlive their spouses and are
then left with little provision f o r
them.
2. Ministries for the aging and the
aged. Like other g r o u p s of people,
there are a m o n g the elderly those
w h o cannot help themselves on certain matters. They need help with
meals, transportation, medical support, and emotional/spiritual assurance. While it is never wise to d o for
people what they can a n d need to d o
themselves, there are legitimate times
f o r carrying one another's burdens.
Access to buildings, especially
churches, needs to be more considerably designed. Learning o p p o r t u nities, both f o r m a l and informal, are
essential f o r these people w h o have
new and extra time to integrate into
their lives.
3. Ministries with the aging and
the aged. One of the things that
m a k e s life m e a n i n g f u l is to become
equal partners at work, at leisure, at
church, and in the family. W h e n the
elderly are suddenly pushed aside
and pointed to the rocking chair, all
sense of partnership is destroyed.
While their singing voices may change
and their speed decline, their gifts of
caring and wisdom naturally increase
with age. Aren't these elements crucial to any church and c o m m u n i t y ?
M e m o r y loss is often as much d u e
to lack of use and "selective inattention" because they have n o reason to
practice it, as it is d u e to a n y biological reasons.
The sense of well-being, self-worth,
and intergenerational connection
fostered by partnership in ministries
of the church and of the c o m m u n i t y
can often largely erase the gap between young and old. Instead, it can
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generate the koinonia community
that the Body of Christ is all about (1
Corinthians 12:12-26).
4. Ministries of the aging and of
the aged. This is the greatest challenge currently facing us. There was
a time in many churches when the
children and youth were relegated to
unique roles outside of worship services and outside of participation in
formal church ministries. Today we
build many of our programs around
the children and youth. We have
special choirs, summer service, and
mission outlets at home and overseas—places to provide opportunities to the young.
For our elderly people to retain
their dignity, self-respect, and selfworth, they must be able to serve in
ministries that are distinctively appropriate for them. Not token ministries where we let them share, or
ministries where we set the "golden
agers" in some separated centers by
themselves. They must feel freedom
to choose to be together or choose to
be in special groups. They need to
feel the opportunities to creatively
express their gifts and commitments
in places and ways where this can be
appreciated.
Older people are shifting from an
orientation that says "time is money"
to "time is people." Any keen look at
the Bible notices that this is in keeping with the example of Jesus. Could
it be that our churches will experience their next great revival when
we see the ministry of the aging and
the aged actually turned loose among
us? Would we then see how beautiful
it is to have the elderly with us? And
wouldn't all of our spirits be blessed
because we actually believe and exercise the Fifth Commandment?
•
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Who are these older persons?
We now know that churches are graying more rapidly than the
population as a whole. Some denominations have indicated that
one-fourth of their members are over age 65 and one-half of their
congregations are over age 50. What a reservoir of experience.
Who are these older people? More than half have available to
them four aspects that contribute to successful aging: reasonably
good health, adequate financing, activities and interests, and a
support group of family, friends, neighbors or church. Most are the
"welderly" or frisky aging whom we may not notice.
Dr. Herbert H. Shore of Dallas divides them into the "go-go"
aged, about 15 percent of the total, who are still rushing about with
busy schedules or employment at age 80 and beyond; and the
"go-slow" about 35 percent, who still do most of the things they
want to do. The third group of about 25 percent he calls the
"slow-go" group, who are somewhat risky due to intermittent or
recurring episodes of illness, but still manage quite well with the
services that are generally available to the elderly in communities.
The remaining 25 percent are divided into two groups. The
"slow-slow" represent about 10 percent of the elderly whom Dr.
Shore calls the "walking wounded" who may need a support group
in the church or other assistance, but are often overlooked. The last
group is the "no-go" aged who are the frail, fragile or vulnerable
aged. These are the 5 or 6 percent who are living in institutions, plus
the other 9 to 10 percent who may be receiving care from family
members or friends in their homes, but who do not move about in
the community by themselves with any frequency.

5

The eighties—
the best ever!
by Beth Hostetler Mark
"Wait 'til you get to the eighties;
they're the best ever!" Maggie once
told a c o m p l a i n i n g middle-aged
woman. Could this nearly blind,
crippled, snowy-haired lady possibly
be serious?
As a mother of four, and wife of a
traveling evangelist, Maggie Swalm
worked hard. Managing the hired
hands, cooking for threshing crews,
sewing the children's clothes, and
doing chores were only a part of her
busy life. And she thrived on it.
But now, in her eighties, Maggie
could really take time to do what she
enjoyed. Unfortunately, failing eyesight ruled out her favorite hobbies
of quilting and reading. And her
husband could no longer drive—so
there she sat in her rocking chair, a
perfect candidate for grumbling old
womanhood.
In her rural neighborhood she
heard rumors of younger women
getting together for coffee hours and
became intrigued with the idea. Lack
of transportation did not dissuade
her. Picking up the receiver one win-

Beth Hostetler Mark, the daughter of
Paul and Lela (Swalm) Hostetler, is a member of the Grantham Brethren in Christ
Church.
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ter morning, she telephoned another
housebound woman declaring, "Hello, Annie? Go get yourself a cup of
coffee, we're going to have a coffee
hour like the young women do?"
And they did.
No modern convenience has had
better use than the plain black telephone beside Maggie's rocker. Receiver in hand, she regularly communicated with lonely people, young
and old, connecting them with something good in the world. The church
supplied her with monthly lists of
people's birthdays. She tried to call
each one on his or her birthday and
more than once the surprised recipients heard her strong soprano voice
singing "Happy Birthday to You!"
The Stayner Church was Maggie's social as well as spiritual outlet,
and it took something major to keep
her home on Sundays or Wednesday
nights. The last time I visited her she
leaned heavily on my arm and her
cane, and waded through eight inches
of freshly fallen snow to get to prayer
meeting.
After services Maggie sat in her
front row pew waiting for the church
to empty. But she was never alone
for long. Children and young people
came to her to be teased and to
exchange the latest jokes and riddles.

At 89 she kept young children spellbound with her tricks and stories.
Visiting family members were often
met with requests to take her to visit
hospitalized people or nursing home
residents. Dorothy, a much younger
woman bedridden with rheumatoid
arthritis, always responded with a
smile when Maggie came to see her.
Maggie was accustomed to keeping her hands busy, so she began to
knit afghans and lap robes, which
did not demand sharp eyesight. By
the time she reached 89 she had knit
close to 100 afghans for friends, the
elderly, children, and grandchildren.
A few weeks before her death she
was trying to finish one for one of
her great-granddaughters.
Nor did her handicaps keep her
f r o m travelling. When forced to use
a wheelchair at airports, Maggie
didn't protest—she enjoyed having a
chauffeur. The highlight of her later
years was an annual trip to Camp
Kahquah for the Senior Citizens'
Retreat. Though not a public speaker,
she loved to perform at the retreat's
talent night, often winning first prize.
Her own children were astonished to
hear that, at the age of 88, she won a
prize for playing the harmonica.
(They didn't even know she could
play!)
Evangelical Visitor
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Because she didn't consider herself handicapped, God was able to
use Maggie to minister to all ages,
with a special gift for relating to
young mothers. Of course she never
would have proclaimed such a thing.
One of Maggie's daughters once
said, "Her life spoke more loudly to
me t h a n all the ministers put together." The following letter, written
by a young mother 50 years her junior, gives evidence to the fruits of
Maggie's ministry.
Dear Maggie,
At noon-time today, as I was
putting on my apron, I thought
of you again. My two most
favourite aprons are the ones
you gave me—the full length
ones with the bibs. I wear them
all the time and appreciate them
so much.
I then started thinking about
o u r m a n y t r i p s in t h e car
together—you and 1 in the
back seat and E. J. and Garth
in the f r o n t seat. I remember
how you used to bring along
poems and little word games to
do, to help pass the time. I also
remember how you were so
good at amusing the children
and keeping them happy—by
telling them stories, reading
July 1987

them books, and sharing your
riddles with us.
I often would ask you questions about raising children,
for I longed for the advice and
wisdom of someone w h o m I
trusted and cared for. I believe
God gave you to me to help
me. You probably don't realize
how you have fulfilled Titus
2:3-5 for me. Truly you, Maggie, as an older woman, have
been a teacher of good things.
You have taught me more about
loving my husband, Garth, and
loving our children, Graham
and Ian. You have helped me
to understand the importance
of the qualities Titus mentions
in verse 5. I thank you.
You are a dear friend Maggie, to us all. Our thoughts and
prayers are with you.
Keep smiling! The twinkle in
your eye and your sense of
h u m o u r have always blessed
me (and many others).
With love,
Jane
In her last weeks, suffering f r o m
the gnawing pain of a large cancero u s g r o w t h , M a g g i e f o u n d yet
another group of people who needed
her help—her husband and children.

For all of their lives they had felt
uncomfortable in the presence of
death. Now Maggie became their
teacher as she accepted with good
grace the end of her life on earth.
When she was forced to spend all of
her time in bed, she joked about
being as "lazy as a pet coon."
She did not long for death, but
neither did she fight it. On her last
day, Palm Sunday, family members
wandered in and out of her r o o m ,
not wanting to be far f r o m her.
Then, in the afternoon, with her
husband holding her hand, her children and their spouses, a granddaughter, and a great-granddaughter surrounding her, she quietly died.
It was only later, as they lingered in
the room, that her children realized
they were no longer afraid.
As a lunch was being served after
the funeral, I glanced out the window, and was appalled to see several
children running and jumping on the
freshly mounded grave. But then I
smiled, imagining Grandma's delight,
that even at her funeral the children
were having fun. Silently I mused,
"Grandma, you did a good job showing us that, like you always said, the
eighties are the best ever!"

7
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Details:
December 27-30,1987 (4 days and 3 nights)
at Tamiment, Pocono Mts., PA.
Cost: $155. Travel assistance available for
those travelling over 800 miles.
For more information: Let YOUth Care, P.O.
Box 163, Mt. Joy, PA 17552.
Let YOUth Care is a ministry of the Board for
Congregational Life.
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Using
your talent
for God
by Ronald R. Slabaugh

Have you ever w o n d e r e d , " C a n
G o d really use me? D o I really have
a n y talents that c a n be used f o r
him?" Last Spring ( M a y '86) we at
the M o o r e t o w n C h u r c h began an
e x p e r i m e n t with G o d that turned
o u t t o be a n exciting j o u r n e y f o r
him. We acted out the p a r a b l e of the
talents in M a t t h e w 25.
T h e idea c a m e f r o m Gary, o u r
S u n d a y school worship leader. He
had read a n article a b o u t a church
t h a t gave $10 to each family in their
c o n g r e g a t i o n and asked t h e m to
invest the m o n e y f o r the Lord. They
did all kinds of interesting projects
t o m a k e their m o n e y g r o w f o r G o d .
G a r y t h o u g h t it s o u n d e d exciting
a n d said t o me, " D o you think we
could d o s o m e t h i n g like that h e r e ? '
M y response was, "It s o u n d s very
interesting; let's try it!
So we went to the church b o a r d to
get their response and a p p r o v a l .
They soon became excited, t o o ! The
b o a r d w o n d e r e d , would G o d d o u b l e
the m o n e y , or would he triple or
q u a d r u p l e it? W o u l d we see $200
i n c r e a s e , o r w o u l d it m a y b e be
$2,000? ( H o w m u c h f u n it is to
dream.)

Ronald Slabaugh is pastor of the Mooretown Brethren in Christ Church in Sandusky, Michigan.
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We estimated that in o u r congregation there would be 30 families
that could participate, meaning we
needed $300 to get started. A n d as
with most church boards, someone
asked, " W h e r e will we get the extra
$300?" (It wasn't in the budget.)
However, G o d just as quickly provided as s o m e o n e else chimed in, "I
will loan the m o n e y interest free."
A n d so we were off.
I preached a sermon on the P a r a ble of the Talents ( M a t t . 25:13-40)
ending the message by a n n o u n c i n g
that we were literally going to act out
this parable in our church. One
representative f r o m each family was
asked to c o m e f o r w a r d and receive a
white envelope containing a fresh,
crisp $10 bill with a n accompanying
letter explaining the project. Instructions were that each individual or
f a m i l y s h o u l d t a k e t h e $10 a n d

". . . pray a b o u t h o w G o d would
have you use this money. Invest it in
some way that will involve the use of
your own special talent or ability.
The money plus its increase will be
collected at Thanksgiving." We had
prayer asking God's special guidance,
direction, and blessing, then concluded the service.
This set off a flurry of creativity
that I h a d n ' t seen f o r quite some
time. W h a t a variety of projects that
were generated! One lady invested in
material and m a d e lovely dolls a n d
sold them. A n o t h e r b o u g h t yarn and
made afghans for sale. A m a n bought
t w o pails of blacktop sealer and
sealed driveways. A n o t h e r m a n invested in film and t o o k family p o r traits. One person b o u g h t f o x traps
t o c a t c h t h a t elusive f o x , while
a n o t h e r raised ducks to be dressed
out and sold at Thanksgiving. As I

Our congregation acted out the
parable of the talents,
collected the earnings at
Thanksgiving, and used them
in a special Christmas ministry.
9

said, the variety of projects was
tremendous.
The "talent money" also spawned
the completion of an item needed for
the church. The person involved
invested the $ 10 in some nuts, bolts,
and angle iron, and with his welding
skills built a lovely chair caddy to
hold 75 metal folding chairs. It was
an item that we've long needed. He
said, "I've thought about doing this
for a long time. This project got me
in gear to use my talent for the
Lord."
The investment which netted the
most money was one involving leftover materials one of our members
had saved f r o m years of sewing. She
made beautiful deluxe coat hangers
for use with sweaters or clothes
made f r o m delicate materials. Selling 85 of these netted $155 for the
work of the Lord.
There was great anticipation as
the time grew near to turn in our
"talents" project money at our annual
Thanksgiving dinner. What would
the increase be! Also, this was the
time f o r people to share how they
had used their "talent" money. (Up
to this point it had been somewhat
secretive.) When all the envelopes
were opened, the amount was a
10

whopping $1,260. The Lord had,
through the use of our talent, increased the money fourfold. We
were blessed! But the interesting part
of the story is that this was just the
beginning.
How to use the money?
The church board met on December 8 to decide what to do with the
m o n e y . ( B o a r d s love t o spend
money.) The guideline adopted was
that the money should be used for
local missions, and that the project
should be something which would
benefit the entire community. Since
it was close to Christmas, we thought
it would be nice to do something
Christmas-oriented.
A suggestion was made that we
use the money to make up fruit
baskets. We could buy the fruit in
bulk, to keep costs down, and make
up the baskets ourselves. We could
make 100, perhaps 200, or maybe
even 300 baskets and give them out
to folks in the community. But would
this be missions-oriented? Well, it
could be. We could include a New
Testament in each basket, and after
all, didn't Jesus sometimes use food
as a means to meet people's needs—
both physical and spiritual. But could

this be d o n e by D e c e m b e r 25?
Christmas was less than three weeks
away and this would be a large
undertaking for a "small" church. It
seemed almost impossible!
Well, the board appointed the
pastor (myself) and Gary to check
on the price of fruit and report back.
The following morning we visited
the local Foodland Store to inquire
about the price per case of various
fruit. As we told how the money was
raised and what we wanted to use it
for, the grocer was both moved and
impressed. He said he would give us
the fruit at his wholesale cost plus a
2% freight charge. Praise the Lord!
That was the easy part however.
Now the decisions were getting difficult: what size fruit; how many of
each; and what should we use for the
basket itself? We wanted to keep the
cost as reasonable as possible in
order to benefit as many people as
possible. But we wanted the baskets
to look nice, not cheap. The grocer
gave us his recommendation, and
after getting cost estimates we figured we could make 300 fruit baskets.
We went back to the board and
reported our findings. They said "Go
for it!" But there were now only two
weeks—two S u n d a y s — l e f t until
Christmas. Would it be possible to
do everything before Christmas? The
decision was made to announce in
detail the Christmas Basket Project
the very next Sunday, and then to
post a sign-up sheet for a minimum
of one dozen volunteers to come the
following Saturday to pack fruit
baskets.
Also, post cards were given to
families so they could list up to 12
names of individuals they felt should
receive a basket. The guidelines
stated that the baskets were for persons and families outside the church—
not friends within the church. The
post cards were to be mailed back in
three days with the names of families
and individuals so they could be
cross-checked to avoid duplication
of deliveries. I announced t h a t " . . .
if you've ever wanted to do something special for unsaved friends,
neighbors, or relatives but felt you
couldn't afford it, this is the time and
this is the year to do it. You can
Evangelical Visitor

afford it! We have plenty to go
around."
I was surprised at the large numbers of names submitted. As the
post cards came back I thought,
. . and some people say'how can
the church grow here? Look at all
these names of unchurched people
living in this community. There are
dozens and dozens of them, most of
whom I don't know or even realized
they lived here in our community,
within our reach. Lord, help us!
Look at all these possibilities for
evangelism and growth."
As we approached the deadline
the Lord also worked one more miracle. We had hoped to use a $.27
plastic bowl as the basket rather
than a more expensive $.75 wicker
basket. The warehouse distributor
for Spartan Stores (a large grocer
chain) said the bowls were sold out
and no longer available. The local
grocer told the warehouse that the
bowls were for this church that
wanted to make a large quantity of
fruit baskets for community distribution and felt they couldn't afford
the $.75 baskets. The distributor
then said he would sell the wicker
ones for the plastic bowl price. At
that point the local grocer did not
know how many we wanted, so she
called and talked to our babysitter

(we were away). The babysitter told
her we wanted 300 of them. The
grocer told me later, "When I heard
you wanted 300 I thought, 'they'll
never give us that many at that
price.'" But guess what, when she
called the Spartan Stores warehouse,
the gentleman said, "Mo problem,
we'll have them there tomorrow."
And then to top it off. Spartan
Stores sent us a basket even more
expensive than the $.75 one—and
for $.27 each. The local grocer
couldn't believe it! In fact, when she
called me about it, she started the
conversation by saying, "You're not
going to believe this, but . .
Well,
we did believe it. God does things
like that, even through a secular
corporation.
On the Saturday before Christmas, we went to town at 9:00 a.m.
and picked up 42 cases of fresh fruit.
At 1:00 p. m. that afternoon, 20 eager
volunteers converged at the Mooretown church and worked like I've
never seen people work before. The
local grocer told me that it would
take us an entire day to put together
300 fruit baskets. Well, we did it in
an hour and a half. We had two
assembly lines and the baskets almost
flew together. (I must confess here
that the actual total amount of
baskets made up was 220. We mis-

Brethren in Christ urged to write letters
in support of expanded nutrition/health program
The Mennonite Central Committee
(MCC) U.S. Peace Section Washington
office encourages people in Mennonite
and Brethren in Christ churches to join
Bread for the World's "Entitled to Life"
campaign. Bread for the World is a
national Christian citizens' network concerned about global hunger and poverty.
The "Entitled to life" campaign calls
for passage of a congressional joint resolution to increase funding for Women,
Infants and Children (WIC). WIC provides food supplements, nutrition counseling and health services to low -income
pregnant or nursing women and young
children.
"To deny high-risk pregnant women,
infants, and children the benefits of this
program because of limited funding is
July 1987

inhumane, short-sighted, and costly,"
stated Rep. George Miller (D-CA), the
chief sponsor of the House resolution.
The joint resolution, first introduced
into Congress on March 18, would
implement gradual funding increases
over the next four years. In 19U WIC
would fund 3(90,000 new participants
and by 1991 serve 65 percent of the eligible population, up from a current figure
of 42 percent Over 5 million women,
infants and children are currently eligible for WIC participation but receive no
assistance.
To meet this goal for 1988, WIC
proponents estimate that the program
needs $150 million in additional funds.
The administration budget calk for
drastic cuts in WIC.

calculated on the fruit needed, but it
was still unbelievable!)
What a joy it was delivering the
baskets. People were astonished, surprised, and overjoyed. One man who
lives by himself said several times
with disbelief and amazement in his
tone of voice, "For me? For me? No
one has ever given me anything like
this!!" I said, "WelL they have now.
This is our gift of love to you this
Christmas season. God bless you."
And so the deliveries were made.
(You should have heard the sharing
afterwards.) Each person received a
beautiful large basket of luscious
fruit along with a Living Mew Testament (World Home Bible Leagues'
The Greatest is Love edition) and a
personal note from the church explaining the entire talent project,
along with the beautiful Christmas
Give-Away concluding the note.
The local newspaper came out
and took pictures of the fruit basket
"assembly line" on Saturday afternoon and then wrote a feature article
on the entire project in their Christmas Edition. It was a good witness
to the community.
Truly the Lord did multiply our
talents. And truly he did bless us and
our community this past Christmas
season. He can and will use and multiply your talents too, if you let him!

Studies by U.S. Department of Agriculture and Harvard University have
proven the WIC program to be one of
the federal government's most effective
and cost-efficient programs. The studies
show improved health statistics among
WIC participants and, according to the
Harvard study, a savings of S3 in later
public health care costs for everySl now
spent on WIC. Despite these studies,
WIC has continuallyreceivedlow priority by legislators.
The Washington office encourages
people to "write to Congresspersons in
support of Senate Joint Resolution 99
or House Joint Resolution 192 and
request the needed $150 million for
WIC" says Barbara K. Martin, Eastern
Mennonile College internal the Washington office, "Remind members of Congress that WICrepresentsan investment
in the future health and well-being of
U.S. citizens"
•
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Three
encountering evil
by John A. Byers
The Christian life has been described
as a "power encounter." In conversion,
God's representatives enter Satan's territory to rescue persons from the power
of darkness (Acts 26:18). After conversion, the believer wrestles with evil principalities and powers (Eph. 6:12). Peter
pictures the devil as being on patrol,
seeking anyone he can dominate (1 Pet.
5:8). Thus the power of God is at work
encountering the power of the evil one,
the demonic.
Talk about the demonic frequently
creates a strong emotional response.
Some persons think only of demonic
possession, but the term "demonic" is
not always synonymous with demon
possession. The demonic, in its fullest
sense, is the presence of satanic influence
in one's life, seeking to bring that life
under Satan's control.
Reality of evil
Demons are Satan's emissaries. They
do exist. In Isaiah 14, it is reported that
the devil was a member of the angelic
host. At some point he refused to be
obedient and sought to make himself
like unto God. In his rebellion, he
became the chief antagonist of both God
and man. There was a following of lesser
celestial creatures who accompanied him
in this rebellion (Rev. 12:4). It is these
lesser creatures who are the demons.
They are numerous, they are widespread, and they are destructive (Matt.
25:41). Satan is not omnipresent, so he
needs the demons to assist him. It is the
workings of these demon forces that
Christians need to be aware of.

John A. Byers is bishop of the Atlantic
Conference of the Brethren in Christ Church.
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Most references to the demonic are in
the Synoptic Gospels, such as the man
of Gadara suffering from demon-possession (Matt. 8:28-34; Mark 5:1-20; Luke
8:26-33). John records the people accusing Jesus of having a demon (John 8:48).
And in Acts (5:16; 8:7) there is the suggestion that demons may cause illness.
(However, the cause and effect relationship is not necessarily implied.)
C. S. Lewis described the reality of
demons and their work in the Screwtape
Letters. Satan takes Screwtape to visit a
church during the Sunday morning worship service. The imps or demons are
idly resting on the back of the pew. In a
second church they visit, the demons are
busy scurrying from person to person.
Upon questioning, Satan responds that
in the first church, the people are in a
Satan-dominated relationship, but in
the second church, that has not happened, and the demons are seeking to
disrupt worship.
Recognizing evil
Recognizing the work of demons is
not simple. In the Middle Ages, the
church developed elaborate rituals to
deal with the demonic. In reaction, the
Reformers almost totally ignored the
reality of demons and did not provide an
adequate biblical understanding regarding their being and activity.
Also, the western world's view is very
scientific and objective. Life is understood and explained in the terms of
science and technology. Things that
cannot be examined in the laboratory or
explained by a formula are labeled
superstition or ignorance. Yet the western world is increasingly being impacted
by animism and mysticism. These influences give high place to spirits.

People are ill-equipped to recognize
demons or combat them. The primitive
church used three basic principles in
identifying demonic activity. The principles were self-glorification, demonic
opposition, and demonic deception.
God created humans with freedom,
which was given to provide a fulfillment
in life that none of God's other creation
enjoys. Freedom also provides the option for mankind to seek to be his "own
God." When individuals consistently
take more credit for ministry than is
appropriate, when they are repeatedly
hurt because of inadequate recognition,
or always insist on doing things their
way, it's time to consider what influence
is doing the motivating. Misuse of freedom suggests demonic influence.
Satan opposes everything God does.
He has to if he is to be "god." When
being "god" is one's goal, everyone and

Things that cannot
be explained by a
formula are labeled
superstition or
ignorance. Yet the
western world is
increasingly being
impacted by
animism and
mysticism.
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everything must be "beneath" that person. This creates a negative spirit which
finds expression in a negativism about
the church, other believers, and the
working of the Lord in general. There
may be times when one does not appreciate the way ministry is proceeding, but
the Spirit-led person does not become
super-critical and assume an "opposition stance."
Demonic influence is very deceptive.
Satan did it well with Eve, and he has
skillfully passed it on to his emissaries.
Deception has two approaches. The
primary tactic is to cause people to
believe things are not as bad as they are
being made out to be. The demons are
saying free sex, pornography, divorce,
etc., are not really all that harmful. If
that approach does not work, they come
as "angels of light." On those occasions
they get persons overly concerned about
their assurance of salvation, and their
growth in grace. They cause believers to
create concern where there is no concern. (Two current examples of such
pseudo-issues is the mistaken notion
that the Proctor and Gamble symbol is
satanic in design, and the recurring false
claim that Madelyn Murray O'Hair is
seeking to get the Federal Communications Commission to remove all religious broadcasting from the air.)
Satan desires for his demons to be
incognito. The church has the responsibility of identifying them and exposing
them so they are rendered ineffective.
But we should be careful not to see
satanic activity where there is none.
Rebuking evil
Rebuking the demons needs careful
attention and divine guidance. But it
must be done, because it is only when
the demonic is rebuked that the demons
are being effectively confronted. The
China Prayer Letter, May 1983, reported "many of the spiritual battles in
China are being fought with acts of
prayer and healing. The demonic powers are being confronted just at points
where they have had the most effect."
Deliverance from the demonic is probably more a matter of being freed from
demonic power than from demonic possession. In either situation, it is important to understand how to deal with the
demons.
Jesus was always effective in confronting the demons. In the deliverance
of the man in the region of the Gadarenes, Jesus gave the command and the
evil spirits came out of the man (Mark
5:8). In the deliverance of the epileptic
July 1987

With such tools
as truth,
righteousness,
faith, and the
Word of God, the
believer can
harness the divine
power of Christ.
boy, Jesus rebuked the demon (Matt.
17:1). In both cases, there was no spectacular display on the part of Jesus, but
there was an obedient response on the
part of the demons. The power of Jesus
over demons was because of who he
was; not what he did.
Jesus is an excellent model. It is not a
ritual, but a power, that brings demons—of whatever nature—into submission. Although Jesus did not need to
do it in the name of the Father (for he
and the Father are one), he could not
have overcome the demonic unless he
himself was prepared to engage the evil
one. That required being "at one" with
the Father. For today's believer, it also
means using Christ's redemptive action
as a shield.
There are some key items in preparing
for battle. First, it is important to identify one's world view of what is expected
to happen through spiritual powers. Is
there belief in a spiritual warfare? Does
the nature of that belief cause people to
rely on God's power to effect his plan?
Or do the expectations look to humans
and things to bring the desired results? If
God is not expected to master the demons, it will not happen.
It is also necessary to recognize a hesitancy to engage in power encounters.
Hesitancy can result in ignoring the
power and authority available to be victorious. Hesitancy inhibits the putting
on and the demonstration of the spiritual armor (Eph. 6).
The spiritual armor is the believer's
answer to demon confrontation. With
such tools as truth, righteousness, faith,
and the Word of God, the believer can
harness the divine power of Christ.
There is not a more effective way to
confront the devil than with Scripture,
prayer, and the assurance that one has
been adopted into the family of God.

A "power slippage"?
We Brethren in Christ need to be conscious of the evil forces that are encountered as we seek to fulfill our mission.
We are a people of vision. Renewal 2000
has the reaching of lost people for Christ
as its ultimate goal. This has resulted in
the goal of "Doubling in a Decade," but
that goal is not being reached. Although
the vision is right, and people are reaching out, there seems to be a "power
slippage."
It is easy to be an "arm-chair quarterback" and suggest a solution from afar.
However, it is my burden that any
power slippage not be because we do not
see the demonic as being real, we do not
recognize its presence, or we are improperly equipped for confrontation.
There are demons. They are Satan's
emissaries. They are seen in self-glorification, opposition, and deception.
But the church can effectively confront these evil forces. If only needs to
recognize their existence, prepare properly for battle, and enter into confrontation under the power of the Spirit, in the
name of Christ.
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Can I prepare children
for overseas ministry?
Yes, I can!
by Barth and Sally Middleton
How many overseas missionaries
do you know who are 50 years old or
older? Stop and think. Who will
replace them when they are ready to
retire? Perhaps a second-grade child.
"Impossibler you say. "A second
grader can't take off to serve God in
a faraway land." Not this year. But
today's second-grade class will complete college at the turn of the century. It's the class of the year 2000.
When those students receive their
diplomas, the missionaries y o u
thought about moments ago will be
ready to retire (or expire!).
As Christian adults, what can we
do to challenge today's second (third,
fourth and fifth . . .) grade children to consider foreign missions?
First, children must see the great
need for missionaries. Christ wanted
His disciples to see the multitudes of
lost people. (Read Matt. 9:36-38.)
Here's an interesting exercise for
children in your class or home: see if
they can name the five largest countries in the world. The correct
answers, with numbers rounded off
for easier comparison, are:
1. USSR (8,650,000 sq. miles)
2. Canada (4,020,000 sq. miles)
3. China (3,690,000 sq. miles)
4. USA (3,530,000 sq. miles)
5. Brazil (3,290,000 sq. miles)
After children guess those five and
arrange them in the right order point
out, "Our main concern is not how
big a country is but how many peo-

pie live there." See if they can identify the five countries with the largest
populations:
1. China (1,004,000,000)
2. India (700,000,000)
3. USSR (268,800,000)
4. USA (226,500,000)
5. Indonesia (154,000,000)
In Operation World, a handbook
for world intercession, author P.J.
Johnstone estimates that in the three
most populated countries in the
world, far less than three out of every
100 people (3%) are even nominal
Christians.
Are you beginning to see the
multitudes?
In the United States, anyone who
wants to know God can buy a Bible,
listen to TV or radio, go to church,
or talk freely with a Christian. But
the situation is drastically different
in the other four heavily-populated
countries. They have few Bibles, few
churches and perhaps no one to tell
them the gospel.

Steps of preparation
Once children begin to see the
great need for foreign missionaries,
help them take child-size steps of
preparation. Following are 25 steps
a young Christian could take. For
our work with children, we wrote the
first word from each phrase on an
11" x 14" piece of posterboard and
found an appropriate picture to accompany that idea. We presented one
step each week; it takes just a minute
or two. Children will memorize all
Barth and Sally Middleton, Child Evange- the steps if, each week, you remember
lism Fellowship teacher training teamfor the to quickly review those presented
state of Michigan, have a growing seminar previously.
and writing ministry to children's workers.
1. Know you are saved. A child
This article first appeared in Evangelizing
looking
toward the mission field
Today's Child.
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must claim with confidence the truth
found in 1 John 5:13.
2. Dedicate your life to the Lord.
Besides Romans 12:1 -2, a good verse
to teach your children is 2 Corinthians 5:15.
3. Study God's Word. Help the
child see the importance of daily
Bible study and prayer. (2 Timothy
2:15.)
4. Pray for missionaries. Teach
the child he or she is actually helping
a missionary by praying. (2 Corinthians 1:11.) Teach the child what to
pray. Here are some suggestions:
Pray that the missionary will read
God's Word every day and obey
what God tells him to do.
Pray that people there will see
how much they need a Savior and
will receive Christ.
Pray that the missionary will enjoy
his or her work.
Pray that they will have the money
they need and they will spend all
they have wisely.
5. Meet many missionaries. Invite
them to your class or arrange to visit
them when they are speaking in your
area.
6. Discover what missionaries do.
Some people think they present the
gospel 25 hours a day with smiles on
their faces! Help children see that
mission fields need teachers, doctors, nurses, builders, secretaries,
pilots and preachers.
7. Reach the lost where you live
now. Marty, saved in our Good
News Club, brought her friend Sean
who needed to meet Jesus. At the
close of club we told the children we
would be glad to talk with them to
show them how Jesus could be their
Savior. When Sean prepared to leave
Evangelical Visitor

we heard Marty say, "Sean, didn't
you hear what they said? Sean, you
do lots of wrong things. I see you!
You really need Jesus to save you.
Don't you think you should ask Him
to do it now?" After a bit more conversation, Sean came to talk to us
and soon joined God's family, thanks
to an eight-year-old evangelist.
8. Love other people, especially
those different from you.
9. Learn a foreign language. Many
schools offer this opportunity to
elementary-age children.
10. Cook without using convenience foods. Also help children plant
and harvest a small garden.
11. Serve others. Help children
look for little things they can do
(picking up papers, running errands,
etc.) even if no one notices.
12. Use any talent God has given
you. Teach children to say "yes"
when people ask them to do something they can do well: sing, draw,
write, m e m o r i z e a part f o r a
play. . . .
13. Trust God to supply your
needs. So often when we think of
this area of our lives and the promise
of Philippians 4:19, we think of God
providing us with money and things.
But children can trust God to comfort them when they are lonely, calm
them when they are afraid, cheer
them when they are discouraged.
These are needs also and will be met
by God.
14. Read missionary stories. You
do have these available in your
library, don't you?
15. Write to missionaries, even if
they don't write back.
16. Listen each time God's Word
is taught. Tell the children God
expects them to do more than attend
Sunday school and church. Teach
them to take simple notes: set the
right example for them.
17. Obey whatever God tells you
to do, even if you have to stand alone
while others make fun of you. The
child should be willing to go anywhere and do anything God says to
do.
18. Plan to go to a Christian
college.
19. Exercise and eat right; missionaries must be healthy.
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proached the parents first, then
started with five junior-age children.
They meet twice a month, once
for instruction and once for a field
trip. They adopted the club theme
"Go ye means go me!" With Julie's
help, each is preparing a notebook
with several section dividers:
Quiet time—a place for brief notes
on what they read and what
God said.
Assignments—a log of what they
have done and what they will
do for club meetings.
Missionary mail—a chart to keep
track of their progress in writing a missionary of their
choice each month.
20. Eat different foods; be willing
Sermon
notes—brief reminders of
to taste new things your mom serves.
their
pastor's presentations.
21. Give some of your money to
Research—a
record of what they
missions. A Christian must learn to
learn
from
special speakers or
spend all his money wisely.
self
study.
22. Ask parents, pastor and
Definitions—where they record
teacher to pray for you. (Wouldn't it
the meaning of words like
be great if one of your children
"visa" and "passport."
became a missionary?)
Book
reports—for comments on
23. Speak in front of people whenmissionary stories they read.
ever you can. A missionary does lots
Grandpa/ Grandma—to keep track
of public speaking. Teach children
of their activity with an elderto answer questions in school, give a
ly person they choose to
testimony when the pastor asks for
adopt. Their assignment is to
one, volunteer to pray.
visit this person once a month.
24. Invite others to come to
They try to think of ways they
church with you; that's something a
can help him. Sometimes the
missionary does.
best they can do is sit and
25. Finish what you start. Don't
listen to a lonely senior saint.
let Satan talk you into quitting when
One girl adopted a neighbor
a job is harder or takes longer than
and
visits her each Thursday
you planned.
at 3:45. The lady has taught
the girl how to crochet (while
Putting the steps to work
weaving webs of wisdom into
We presented the 25 steps of
this young life).
preparation at a conference and Julie
Projects—for reports on field trips.
Spiegel, Child Evangelism FellowJulie plans each field trip with
ship worker in Michigan, jumped at
care. She wants the children to do
the suggestion. But she faced a dilemmore than visit a variety of places or
ma. Half of the children in her class
persons; she requires each trip to
were unchurched. Their reaction
include a service the children can
when she told the story of Jesus feedprovide. While visiting a Christian
ing the 5,000 was, "Really? Wow!"
camp, for example, the children
You can guess the response from the
I've-gone-to-church-all-my-life
helped clean the grounds after a
windstorm, led the horses out to pasgroup: "I know that story. Let me
ture
(quite a scary thing for city
tell you what happens next."
kids!)
and unloaded hay from a
So, for the older, more mature
wagon.
The camp gave them a tour,
Christian children Julie started a
showed
a film and served them
missions club. She does more than
supper.
teach a series of steps; she walks her
continued on page 18
children through them. She ap-

There's a lot
you can do to
prepare today's
children to
serve the Lord
in missions in
the 21st
century.
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Brethren in Christ in Nicaragua:

Praying, persisting
and growing

EL SALVADOR

by Karen Brubaker, with Louis Cober
Nicaragua. The very mentioning
of this troubled Central American
country raises eyebrows, blood pressures, and voice levels. It seems that
not a day goes by without some kind
of news about the political and economic strife in this nation that more
than three million people call home.
Despite the controversial, often
discouraging news we hear, there is a
bright, promising side to Nicaragua:
God is working! The Brethren in
Christ churches in Nicaragua have
experienced a growth rate of more
than 240 percent since 1980. By the
end of 1985, there were 1,794 members in our Nicaraguan brotherhood.
At one point in the early 1980s, the
Brethren in Christ church in Nicaragua was, by percentage, the fastest
growing Brethren in Christ church
in any nation of the world.
The Nicaraguan church administrators attribute this growth in part
to the strong non-resistance stand of
the Nicaraguan Brethren in Christ.
Because the Nicaraguan people themselves have differing views toward
their government, Brethren in Christ
pastors are advised that their ministry will be more effective if they do
not spend time in the pulpit talking
a b o u t political situations. The
church's calling is to preach the gospel; administrators feel that when
the gospel becomes active in the lives
of people, then the problems relating
to government can be dealt with
more effectively.

PACIFIC OCEAN

ing the gospel! In February of 1987,
Louis Cober (Brethren in Christ
World Missions Secretary for Church
Relations) and Stan Norman (pastor and Board for World Missions
member) visited the church in Nicaragua and found the Brethren in
Christ to be a strong group committed to Christ and the church. In spite
of the fact that many Nicaraguans
must work long hours—six days a
week to support their families, receiving a monthly income of approximately $25)—they faithfully attend
weekly church services. The pastors
of these cogregations also must have
a j o b to support their families.
The Nicaraguan church services,
however, are not what North Americans typically are familiar with.
Most congregations meet at least
five times a week for one and a halfhour-long services. These services
include exuberant singing, fervent
testimonies, special music, prayer
(Lou counted seven different periods
of prayer in one service), an offering
and a sermon.
Because the work hours are long,
many congregations have their Sunday service in the evening instead of
the m o r n i n g . However, S u n d a y
morning is the time for Sunday
And the Nicaraguans are preachschool. Lots of children (plus a few
adults) walk several miles just for
Karen Brubaker, a member of the Fairview, Ohio, congregation, is completing a Sunday school, after which they
year of voluntary service at the Mount Joy
return home and then make a second
missions office. There she served in a variety trip to church for the main worship
of roles, including editor of missions pages
service in the evening. It is easy to see
for the Visitor and graphic artist.
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that our Nicaraguan brothers and
sisters are excitedly committed to
the work of the church!
Lou reports that the Nicaraguans
are spreading this excitement as they
zealously share the gospel with
others. Led by Executive Minister
Enrique Palacios a n d President
Miguel J a r a , the m o r e t h a n 50
churches are continuously winning
people for Christ and planting new
churches. Ironically, this is a cause
for concern among church leadership. The dilemma arises because of
the lack of adequately trained pastors. There simply are not enough
pastors to effectively lead the growing number of congregations; and of
those who are pastors, many have a
limited knowledge of the Scriptures.
Progress in training pastors is
being made, however. Funds for
pastors to attend local Bible schools
are being made available through
the 1987 Missions Prayer Fellowship project. While Lou Cober and
Stan Norman were in Nicaragua, an
ordination service was held for four
recent Bible school graduates and
their wives: Augustin Esther Monge,
J u a n a n d C o n n i e Silva P e r e z ,
Rosendo and Esmelda Silva Perez,
and Jose and Yolanda Herrera Leon.
These four newly-ordained men, joining Enrique Palacios and Miguel
Jara, now bring the total number of
ordained Nicaraguan Brethren in
Christ pastors to six.
P a s t o r s also gain

experience
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through on-the-job training. A newlyassigned pastor may work with a
veteran co-pastor to gain leadership
experience. After a period of time,
the newer pastor will be given a
separate assignment.
Brethren in Christ missionaries
Marshall and Eleanor Poe have also
been helping to train pastors through
leadership seminars. Marshall and
Eleanor act as assistants as the Nicaraguan church administrators request their help and serve as "pastor"
to the executive minister. The Poes
will be leaving Nicaragua in July
1987, and no replacements have
been found as of this writing.
While we in North America may
not be able to change the political
and economic situations in Nicaragua, there are several things we can
do to influence the effectiveness of
the Nicaraguan pastors.
1. We can pray earnestly for our
brothers and sisters in Nicaragua as
they work hard to earn a living and
as they face political strife. Pray
especially for pastors as they seek to
reach people and to become better
equipped for ministering in their
churches and communities.
2. We can give of our financial
resources t o help provide Bible
school training for pastors. (For
more information regarding the Missions Prayer Fellowship project, contact Carolyn Mann, 723 Sinclair
Rd., Mechanicsburg, P A 17055.)
3. We can go. As previously mentioned, no replacement for the Poe
family has yet been found. Brethren
in Christ World Missions also assists
those who are interested in visiting
the Nicaraguan church. If you would
like more information about visitation opportunities, contact the missions office at P.O. Box 390, Mount
Joy, P A 17552.
Although Nicaragua is currently
experiencing many difficulties, God
is clearly demonstrating his love to
the Nicaraguans. He is working in
their lives, and he will continue to
work! Are you willing to ask God
how you should be involved in this
ministry?
®
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at work

Mrs. Mio, the never,
never lady
Fannie Longenecker
In July 1985, Lucille Graybill, Japan,
entertained a group of ladies who had
been in the English and Bible classes
before furlough in 1984. Looking to the
future, she told them she also wanted to
teach Bible. Mrs. Mio said, "I'll never,
never become a Christian." Lucille was
really disappointed since she had hopes
for her. Although Mrs. Mio is a married
woman, she asked her mother who told
her that she could not become a
Christian.
This year, Lucille sent a card inviting
Mrs. Mio to the March 29 service. Mrs.
Mio was in the hospital and called a
friend to tell Lucille that she had had
surgery for stomach cancer. When Lucille visited her in the hospital, Mrs. Mio
said, "It was your prayers that prompted
me to have a physical. They found this
cancer, and I am recovering. Now I am
thinking I should go back to your house
and study Bible again." She hung her
head, "But I am afraid that, as before,
maybe I'll drop out again." She meant,
"What if I can't continue?" Her sixth
grade daughter attends Sunday school
regularly.
Now Mrs. Mio is at home. She has
asked that the Graybills come to her
home for Bible study. Then, when she is
stronger, she wants to attend church and
become a student of the Bible. Praise the
Lord and keep on praying for her commitment to Christ.

That they also may teach
Marshall Poe—Nicaragua
Three pastors completed their studies
at the Nicaraguan Bible Institute in
November 1986. For Porfilio Cano, this
meant four years of night classes while
working full time during the day. He is
now beginning to pastor the church
where he had been associate pastor for
several years. Augustin Monge and
Rosendo Perez, day students for three
years, pastored their congregations while
studying. Recently those two men had
the opportunity to prepare and present
seminars to their fellow pastors and
church leaders, both in the Managua
area and in eastern Nicaragua, where I
can no longer go. I am really pleased to

in our

world

see them taking over this area of teaching. We thank God for the ability and
maturity of these three recent graduates.
The three classes I conduct with church
leaders in the Managua area give me
much satisfaction. I believe that sometimes spiritual formation takes place
more readily in small group settings
rather than in formal teaching. Each
week it is interesting and sometimes
surprising to see what the students have
discovered about the Bible and how it
applies to their spiritual lives, both congregational and personal. The people in
these classes are employed full time in
secular work. We praise God for their
motivation to study God's Word and to
prepare their lessons.
In February a new year began at the
two Bible institutes where some of our
pastors are studying. Four pastors are
beginning three years of study, and six
are in their second or third year. Some
of these men have left good jobs in order
to devote all their time to study while
continuing to pastor. Even though they
are studying in a Bible institute, I keep in
close contact with them to encourage
them and help them with questions and
problems.

Preparing for Bangkok,
Thailand
John and Kathy Brubaker
John: Five weeks and five major papers. In five weeks I managed to put out
100 pages of text to meet the requirements for this quarter. Although the
work required here at Fuller School of
World Mission is a bit different from the
engineering work I've been accustomed
to, God has helped me adjust and, in the
process, I've learned quite a bit concerning the Thai people and culture. I'll soon
find out if my professors think I've
learned well enough.
I have just received some news concerning my professional registration.
Last October I took an eight-hour exam,
one of the requirements for this registration. I received word that the results
were satisfactory. This should help me
secure an engineering position in
Bangkok.
We appreciate your concern and
prayers. The two above items are specific answers to previous requests. We
next page, please
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Prepare children for
overseas missions...
continued from page 15
A perfect field trip surfaced close
by. One of Julie's friends was packing her barrels (drums) full of household goods as she prepared to return
to Liberia. The children got to see
her passport and visa. As a service
they bought small things she needed
and helped her pack. They were
amazed at how the packing was
done and flooded the lady with questions and comments: "Why are you
taking all that Tupperware?" "Why
take a stove with you; just buy one
when you get there." "Your clothes
will all be so wrinkled," they said as
they watched her stuff every crack of
the container full.
When the club visited a former
missionary to Brazil, the children
had to clap their hands before she
would allow them to enter her home.
"That's what you would have to do
in Brazil," she taught them. Facts
like that are recorded in their notebooks. The missionary had them
pretend they were on a plane and
talked about what it is like to leave
the country. She fixed them a Brazilian dinner and let them ask a multitude of questions.

God at work . . .
believe that God will continue to provide direction and power in response to
your prayers (James 5:13-18).
Our plans are beginning to consolidate. The remaining time here at Fuller
will allow us to further develop our strategy for Bangkok. The orientation at
Link Care should provide important
guidelines for cross-cultural ministry
and survival. Finally, we are eagerly
anticipating our departure in August.
Kathy: Although I'm anticipating our
departure, I'm also enjoying my time
here at Fuller. During the second quarter I audited another class with John,
"Healing Ministry and World Evangelization," which is taught by Dr. Kraft
and Dr. Peter Wagner.
Also, John and 1 continue meeting
twice weekly with Sopit, our language
teacher. We need your prayers as we
persist in this process. I'm having a diffi18

The club's next field trip will be to
the local rescue mission. Each Saturday this mission provides breakfast for the neighborhood children.
The missions club is going to eat
with them and then present a small
program where they will give testimonies and use their talents. Yes,
they're scared to death to do it, but
they're learning what it means to
trust God.
Each child made a bank out of a
margarine tub. They save their own
money and combine it before a field
trip so they can take a gift. They
took food items to the camp. The
missionary from Brazil is now involved in mailing Bible correspondence course lessons to children, so
they bought her stickers she could
give to those completing assignments.
During one of their study sessions
Julie had the five clubbers write out
their salvation testimonies. What
she received were papers that said
something like, "I was saved one day
at church when I was five." Nothing
more! She helped them expand their
thoughts, including answers to these
questions: "What made you decide
you needed a Savior?' "What Bible
verse helps you know you are saved?"
"How has God helped you live for
him since he saved you?" After the
rewrite they each practiced telling

cult time hearing the five different tones,
but am certain that my ears will pick
them up in time.
I'm meeting with a group of women
on Tuesday nights. I've learned to know
some of the ladies more intimately and
find the fellowship encouraging. In fact,
I've been meeting on Saturdays with one
of the ladies, Sylvia, for our own personal time of fellowship and prayer.
Both: It's not too early to begin praying
for the challenges we'll face in Thailand:
Pray for an engineering position. We
need to secure employment within six
months of our arrival!
Within one month of our arrival we
will need to find adequate, reasonably
priced, temporary housing—no small
accomplishment in Bangkok.
We'll certainly need prayer for our
initial cultural adjustments. Even now,
when we attend the Thai church, we get
a taste of the disorientation we'll face in
Bangkok.
*

"their story." Now their assignment
is to present it to three people. The
paper, of course, is saved in their
notebook.
Look again at the 25 steps and see
how well Julie has incorporated them
into her program. She reports an
added, unplanned blessing: the involvement of parents. For example,
parents had to help fill out the definition pages. Children have been sharing thoughts with parents from their
now-established quiet times. A father
who was recruited as a driver for the
field trips said to Julie, "These kids
are learning things I need to know.
Can I join the club?" He was serious,
so Julie said, "Yes, but only if you
complete the same assignments the
children do." This dad is working on
his notebook and memorizes Romans
12 right along with his children.
So the club now numbers six. "It's
a good size," says Julie, and she's not
seeking new members. She can actively involve each child (and one
dad!) and keep track of how well
they're progressing. People interested
in this concept have given her so
many ideas she doesn't know how
she can ever fit everything in: visit a
hospital chaplain, a Christian radio
station, someone involved in a deaf
ministry, a Spanish-speaking church
nearby, a prison ministry, and on
and on.
Julie's advice is to start slowly if
you decide to try a similar program.
Even after several months, some of
the sections in those notebooks are
still blank. "That lets the children
know there's more to come," Julie
comments.
"Do you think any of these children will become missionaries?" we
asked.
"They already are!" she smiled,
then added, "I really can't say if any
will wind up on a foreign field, but
they like the club and they're learning lots."
Think how much better prepared
these children will be if God does call
them to serve among the multitudes
in lands far from home. Take a careful look now at the class of the year
2000. There's a lot you can do to
prepare them to serve the Lord in the
twenty-first century!
•
Evangelical Visitor

Council of International

Ministries

Agreeing to do mission together
Since World War II Mennonite and
Brethren in Christ missions have been
transformed by the process of indigenization, the transfer of control of foreign
mission churches from mission agencies
to national leaders.
The same period saw the creation of
the Council of Mission Board Secretaries in 1958 and its restructuring into the
Council of International Ministries
(CIM) in 1976. This agency brings together Mennonite and Brethren in Christ
mission executives and representative
board members for consultation and
cooperation.
On May 19-20, 1987, CIM and other
Mennonite and Brethren in Christ leaders met in Minneapolis to consider the
next stage in both processes. The result
was a significant proposal to work toward more inter-Mennonite cooperation in missions.
Reports from various areas of the
world (Middle East, southern Africa,
socialist Europe, Asia, South America,

Urban task force
reports to Home
Ministries Council
During the first weekend in May,
about forty Mennonite and Brethren in
Christ home ministries personnel from
across North America met in Winnipeg
for the annual meeting of the InterMennonite Home Ministries Council
(IMHMC). Council members represent
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Central America) and various perspectives (third world, outsider, missionary,
mission administrator) set the stage for
discussion of where to go in the future.
Consideration of the future was then
guided by further papers on accountability, shared decision-making, and new
organizational configurations, and by
workshops on mission/service, north/
south, local/universal, and political
issues.
One thing that stood out in reports
from around the world is that indigenization is not enough. Better would be
contextualization. That is, mission
churches must not only be native-run,
they must be appropriate to their surroundings; they must not be copies of
North American churches but structured to suit the particular culture, needs
and questions of the local people. Common was the comment that missionaries
must listen to the people they seek to
serve.
Related to this is internationalization

of mission. Third world churches must
be taught from the beginning to do their
part in carrying the gospel to other foreign countries. Mission agencies should
be ready to change from being North
American run to being internationally
run. There was much talk of mutuality,
partnership, and cooperation.
Another commonly expressed theme
was the desire of third world churches
to relate directly to their counterparts in
North America and not to a mission
agency, or even through a mission
agency. This was particularly evident in
an "Indonesian call," the request of two
M e n n o n i t e church conferences in
Indonesia to relate directly to church
conferences in North America. The
problem is that the only North American work in Indonesia is run by MCC—
and no one is sure which of the North
American church conferences to refer
the Indonesians to.
It was this last item that the drafting
committee (John Lapp of MCC, Harold
Ens of Mennonite Brethren Missions/
Services and Sara Regier of the General
Conference Mennonite Commission on
Overseas Mission) concentrated on. In
particular, the committee stressed the
need to change structures to reflect the
unity of the body of Christ and the glo-

sponsoring denominations and several
language groups.
It was agreed by the IMH MC that the
findings of the task force were helpful
and should be shared with the home
ministries agencies of the participating
denominations. One of the repeated
A special feature this year was the concerns of the group was that our edureport of the urban task force which had cational and publishing agencies have
been appointed two years ago by not fully represented the urban reality in
I M H M C to study the church's role in their work. It was agreed that all
urban ministry. The eight-member task I M H M C members commit themselves
force included pastors, educators, and a to encouraging our education and pubsociologist, and represented all of the lishing groups to reflect the urban reality
in the work more adequately. It was also
agreed that the findings need to be made
available to the larger community in
Eduardo Llanes, some way.
Miami, Fla.
The officers of the council were af(second from the firmed for another year. They are: Rick
right) was one
Stiffney, Elkhart, Ind. (chair); Dale
of the Brethren
Shaw, Sarasota, Fla. (vice chair); Dan
in Christ
Neufeld, Kingsburg, Calif, (treasurer);
participants.
and Rudy Regehr, Winnipeg, Man.
(secretary). The next annual meeting is
planned for Chicago next spring, in
association with the biennial meeting of
the Seminary Consortium for Urban
Pastoral Education.

a variety of home ministries programs
such as voluntary service, relief and service, and church planting. The annual
meeting is an opportunity to share ideas
and gather resources from each other
for their work.
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bal coming "together of all the saints."
The committee presented a draft document, which after some discussion
gained the overwhelming approval of
CIM members.
Fundamental to the document was a
discussion about wording in the preamble. A consensus emerged that the old
terminology of "mission" (evangelism
and church planting, carried out by
denominational mission boards) and
"service" (relief and development, carried out by MCC) was no longer accurate. Sara Regier pointed out that in
southern Africa, where MCC, Africa
Inter-Mennonite Mission, and Eastern
Mennonite Board of Missions work
together, there is no distinction between
the work done by MCC and that done
by mission personnel. The consultation
concluded that "missions" includes service and evangelism/church planting
(and some other tasks). The implication
is that if the distinction between mission
and service no longer holds, then the

conferences can do evangelism and
church planting together as well as relief
and development.
The document then offered a confession of a number of failures, particularly
the failure to cooperate. Next it affirmed
a commitment to a whole gospel, cooperative mission, mutual respect, and
partnership with third world churches.
This new commitment will be worked
out by four practical steps:
1. The CIM executive secretary will
produce a short policy statement
on "effective inter-agency cooperation."
2. A task force will be set up to
"develop a proposal for a cooperative overseas mission/service
program."
3. CIM will encourage the Councils
of Moderators and Secretaries to
strengthen inter-conference unity.
4. CIM affirms Mennonite World
Conference and the development
of regional Mennonite structures

(e.g., a body to represent all
Mennonite conferences in North
America, which could then relate
to third world conferences and
regional bodies).
The document represents agreement
in principle by the various Mennonite
mission agencies to do mission together.
That agreement has yet to be ratified by
the various church conferences. Until
the task force does its work, there is also
no concrete proposal for how cooperative mission would work. The various
agencies already cooperate on such programs as China Educational Exchange,
so presumably something more extensive and systematic than this is envisioned. Judging by the rate at which
inter-Mennonite cooperation in mission
has developed over the past 30 years,
change will likely be gradual. Nevertheless, a very significant step was taken at
the Minneapolis consultation. — by Jim
Coggins, associate editor, Mennonite
Brethren Herald, for Meetinghouse.

Kraybill: Radical reappraisal of World Conference needed
A significant movement in the May
19-20 Council of International Ministries consultation in Minneapolis was a
candid "agonizing reappraisal" of Mennonite World Conference (M WC) by its
executive secretary Paul N. Kraybill.
Kraybill confessed, "I have long supported MWC as an international interMennonite/ Brethren in Christ global
fellowship. MWC is in fact a North
American agency and has not really
achieved its goal of becoming a truly
international global fellowship."
Kraybill explained later that MWC is
headquartered in North America and
run by North Americans. Moving the
headquarters to the third world is not
feasible either because MWC is heavily
dependent on North America for funding. Even at that, North American
churches are unwilling to pay the budget
of less than $100,000. "There is great
ownership of MWC emotionally but no
feeling it is necessary to support it,"
Kraybill added. On the other hand, the
relatively small amounts of money that
are required are not worth the effort of a
major fund-raising program.
The situation is ironic at a time when
emerging Mennonite and Brethren in
Christ churches in the third world are
seeking more fellowship with their
counterparts in North America. Instead
20

of facilitating their fellowship, MWC
staff find themselves spending more
time raising money. Kraybill added,
"What does it mean that we planted
churches if we are not going to make
them part of the global community?"
Kraybill does not see a need for
MWC to increase greatly in size.
"Church to church relationship does not
have to have MWC in between," he said.
"We don't have to process everything."
MWC's role should be more of providing addresses, heightening awareness
and vision and improving communication through such vehicles as MWC's
new periodical Courier. The task of
inter-church relations is, in fact, too big
for MWC. Trying to relate to all 100 of
the conferences worldwide is an impossible task. Kraybill would like to see the
100 conferences grouped into regional
associations (Latin America, Europe,
Asia, North America). These associations would be decision-making bodies,
powerful enough to achieve international cooperation and be committed to
the support of MWC.
Another problem Kraybill sees is that
MWC is losing its vision as a global
fellowship of Christians. "MWC is in
danger of being prostituted into a huge
North American/European folk festival." While German ethnicity is disap-

pearing, it is being replaced by a new
cultural identity (community values,
morality, industriousness, respectability)
which is not ethnic but not necessarily
Christian either. A MWC built around
such people could cease having any
connection to the global ministry of
Mennonite and Brethren in Christ
churches. "If that's all that brings us
together," Kraybill said, "what's the
point?'
Kraybill added, however, that this is
not just a North American problem. It
occurs in third world countries like
India and Indonesia where Mennonite
churches have a longer history and
where Christianity becomes merely habitual for some second and third generation members. "We'll have doctors, lawyers come to MWC from Asia, Africa,
not because they are interested in the
church," but because they identify with
the culture, have the money, and like to
travel. Some are not even Christians.
Kraybill does not wish to abolish
MWC. He is saying that MWC will be
worthwhile only if it lives up to its goal
of being a global fellowship of committed Mennonite Christians, united around
a missionary vision. Inherent in that fellowship is a great deal more unity than is
evident in the splintered Mennonite
community today.— by Jim Coggins •
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CIM elects Yoder, enlarges medical pool
In a brief business session May 18 the
Council of International Ministries (the
umbrella agency of Mennonite and
Brethren in Christ mission and service
agencies) dealt with two significant
items. The first is the appointment of
Ronald E. Yoder as executive secretary/
treasurer of CIM, replacing Wilbert R.
Shenk. Shenk, vice-president for overseas ministries with the Mennonite
Board of Missions, has served as executive secretary of CIM and its predecessor, Council of Mission Board Secretaries, since 1973.

Book Review

Leaders Among Brethren: Biographies of Henry A. Ginder and Charlie B.
Byers. © 1987 by E. Morris Sider.
Printed by Evangel Press, Nappanee, IN
46550. Reviewed by Paul Hosteller.
Leaders Among Brethren is an excellent title for a book which tells the stories of Bishop Henry A. Ginder and
Bishop Charlie B. Byers. These outstanding men of God were prime movers among those who helped shape the
Brethren in Christ Church for the past
five decades.
My first reaction when I learned that
Dr. E. Morris Sider planned to publish
the two biographies in one volume was
negative. Why not do a separate book
for each man? In my mind they certainly
merited such consideration. No doubt
the rising cost of printing books was a
factor in the decision.
Upon further reflection, it became
evident that if the accounts of two
brothers in Christ were to be placed
between the same two covers, no better
choice could be made than Byers and
Ginder.
These men have many things in common. Their love and respect for each
other is surpassed only by their love for
Christ and the church. Their paths and
responsibilities have often crossed during the half-century of their ministries;
in fact, they have become closely interJuly 1987

Yoder will remain as director for
Asia, Africa, Middle East for MBM, a
position he has held for the last four
years, and work for CIM approximately
one-fifth time. Yoder has served with
MCC in Haiti for three years and with
Christian World Service, serving Protestant churches in India, for four years.
The other significant development
was approval of expansion of the joint
medical pool for workers employed by
CIM member agencies. The pool, established in 1969, spreads medical expenses
across all the member agencies in return

woven. These leaders have shared in the
benefits and frustrations of church
administration and, in more recent
years—victories and defeats on the golf
course. And so their "marriage" in
Sider's carefully researched work is,
after all, a fortunate choice.
Even the chapter titles (nine in each
biography) are parallel. Knowing the
professional skill of the author, I am
sure that this correlation is not contrived; it is rather a true reflection of the
similar backgrounds, interests, and
careers of these brethren.
Once again, as he did in his four other
published biographies (along with six
histories), Sider has told an engrossing
story. By the generous use of anecdotes,
humor, and human interest, he has captured the spirit of Ginder and Byers as
they moved among the Brethren in
Christ. And as he tells their story, he also
reveals the genius of their chosen fellowship.
Reading this narrative will, of course,
hold special interest for all who are
acquainted with Charlie Byers and Henry
Ginder. Be assured, however, that the
book has much wider appeal. Whether
you have met them or not, these two
leaders will come alive on these pages.
People are saying, "When I was reading
the book, I found it very hard to lay
down."
Although they lived through some
difficult church transitions, both men
were able to make needed adjustments
without violating their principles. And
they led many others in the same progressive ways, thus faithfully serving
their current generation.
Dr. Sider underlines the significance
of the husband-wife relationship in
Brethren in Christ leadership. Ruth
Byers and Martha Ginder are strong

for a set per worker unit fee. It prevents
a single agency's budget from being devastated by one or more serious medical
emergencies in a single year.
At the May 18 session CI M approved
increasing rates for the pool in order to
accumulate a reserve fund of three or
four hundred thousand dollars to handle catastrophic cases. The council also
approved extension of the plan to cover
former workers while they are waiting
for their private insurance plans to take
full effect. (Private plans require up to a
two-year waiting period for expenses
relating to pre-existing medical conditions.)—^ Jim Coggins

examples of the important role women
have played in the life of the denomination. The stories of such women, regrettably, remain largely untold, according
to the author. As I read about Martha
and Ruth, I wished that more of their
story would have been included in the
book.
Bishops Byers and Ginder have given
the Brethren in Christ Church a reputation for excellence in leadership, both
within its own circle and in the church at
large. They were principals in placing
the denomination "on the map" at the
interdenominational level, generating
deep appreciation for the church's distinctive positions on holiness, peace,
evangelism, and discipleship.
Though past their mid-seventies and
"retired," these churchmen continue to
be actively involved in far-reaching
ministries.
In the preface the author states that
the book grew out of a project he
initiated, asking elder statesmen of the
brotherhood to record their memoirs on
tape for the church archives. Sider's serendipitous further efforts on the Ginder
and Byers tapes expanded them into
printed pages rather than allowing them
to merely repose in the confines of
shelves and drawers.
This book holds significant historical
value. But in addition, it will bring inspiration to present and future readers. I
have bought a copy for each of my
children and plan to do the same for my
grandchildren as they reach an age when
it will be meaningful.
I want them to discover Charlie and
Ruth Byers, and Henry and Martha
Ginder, in the way I have known them
and as more fully revealed in Leaders
Among Brethren—warm, capable, dedicated followers of our Lord.
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Allegheny Conference
Rev. Larry Strouse led the Big Valley congregation, Belleville, Pa., in revival meetings in May. •
On May 5, L.P.N. Connie Dick gave a slide presentation about Haiti at the Canoe Creek, Holidaysburg, Pa., mother-daughter banquet. • The
junior high youth of the Carlisle, Pa., congregation planned "High-5 '87," a week of activities in
June concluding with a trip to Hershey Park. •
The youth of the Cedar Grove congregation, Mifflintown, Pa., presented a May 10 musical, "Sincerely Yours," using six newly-acquired puppets.
The youth of the Chambersburg, Pa., congregation had two service project days in May, providing free work in three-hour segments to those
requesting it. • Eber Dourte showed slides of
South America to the Clear Creek congregation,
Everett, Pa., on May 31. • The Cumberland Valley VBS, Dillsburg, Pa., was planned in June as a
three ring circus (hope, faith, and love), complete
with tent, clowns, balloons, popcorn . . . the
works. Kindergartner Heidi Miller recently memorized J o h n 3:16, The Lord's Prayer, and Psalm
23.
The Fairview Avenue congregation, Waynesboro, Pa., planned a June 14 picnic as an oppor-

f\Jews
tunity to welcome the Devee Boyd family home
from their missions assignment in Africa. The junior choir presented "Ants'hillvania" on May 31. •
The winning General Conference banners were
displayed at the Five Forks church, Waynesboro,
for a week in May. On May 10, the children sang
"Kids' Praise IV." • "God and Nature" was the
t h e m e f o r t h e M a y 3 l FREDactivity of the Grantham, Pa., congregation. • Dr. Kenneth Markley.
Christian psychologist and Narramore Foundation counselor conducted three sessions for all
ages on May 10 for the Hanover. Pa., congregation. The day culminated a married couples retreat
weekend.
The Hollowell congregation. Waynesboro. Pa.,
had a Family Emphasis Weekend in May including a mother-daughter banquet, a men's breakfast,
a father-son activity, and a panel discussion. Dr.
Ken Hultman spoke in the Sunday morning service. • The Locust Grove congregation, York. Pa.,
recently began a Wednesday evening series, "Growing as Christians." • The Martinsburg. Pa., congregation has decided to provide a lending library
of tapes, books, and magazines helpful to teens in
their spiritual growth. The senior highs sold ham
and cheese sandwiches, raising S290 for a new
classroom.

Parsonage moved, multi-purpose building constructed at Air Hill
The last nine months have brought several
changes in the physical plant at the Air Hill
Church near Chambersburg, Pa. The parsonage, which was a part of the complex,
was removed from its original site. It was
transported across the highway and relocated on a lot several thousand feet from the
church. It has been purchased and is being
used as the residence for the pastoral family,
William and Elaine Baublitz.
The groundbreaking service for the new
multi-purpose building was conducted on
October 19, 1986. Construction of the 100'x
60' building continued through the winter
months and was completed in May 1987.
Bishop Frank Kipe, several former pastoral
couples, and a large percentage of the congregation met on May 9, 1987, for a dinner
and dedication service. The new addition,
which was dedicated debt free, is a versatile
facility that will provide a greater flexibility

On the left, the new multi-purpose building.
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in carrying out the various ministries of the
church.
The congregation has voted to proceed
with the implementation of Phase H of the
building program, construction of a new 70"
x 70' sanctuary with renovation of the original building. The goal for beginning construction on this part of the program is set
for the spring of 1988. —reported by Avery
and Eunice Zook

George Jackson, Inter-Ethnic Community Advisor at Messiah College, gave a May 10 evening
concert for the Merchanicsburg. Pa., congregation. • On May 17, General Secretary Don Shafer
spoke on "Finding the Right Focus" in the worship service of the Messiah Village congregation,
Mechancisburg. • Secret sisters were revealed and
new ones chosen at the mother-daughter banquet
of the Montgomery congregation. Mercersburg,
Pa., on May 16. • The youth of Morning Hour
Chapel, East Berlin. Pa., planned a graduation
dinner on May 31 along with the viewing of the
film "Years of the Beast."
Fifty-five persons of the \ l l . Roc* congregation. Shippensburg, Pa., recently participated in
the "Each One. Read One" library promotion. The
Missions Prayer Fellowship sponsored a voluntary service benefit golf tournament on May 9. • A
revival was held May 15-17 at the Ml. Tabor
church, Mercersburg. Pa., with special musical
guests the Spearmans from West Virginia, and
messages by Pastor Roy Brake. • May 3 was
"Truckers Sunday" for the New Guilfoni congregation, Chambersburg, Pa. The speaker was Jack
Keeler of the Carlisle Truck Stop Ministry. The
film "Treasures of the Snow" was shown May 31.
Retired school teachers and ministry team
Morris and Janet Sherk from the Mechanicsburg
congregation spoke on Mother's Day to the
Roseglen congregation. Duncannon. Pa The Roseglen youth held a car wash May 30. • Rev. Kenneth Mackie of the Springbope congregation.
Everett, Pa., dedicated two ofhis grandchildren to
the Lord in an Easter service. • The Van Lear
church. Williamsport. Md., received a spring paint
job, with labor provided free through Mack
Trucks, Inc.
The May 5 mother-daughter banquet of the
Wesley congregation, Mt. Holly Springs. Pa .was.
reportedly a successful outreach to former and
future attenders of the congregation. • Joe Aurand.
recent Messiah College graduate, began duties
May 24 as youth director for the West Shore
congregation. Enola. Pa. He will also share pastoral duties.

Atlantic Conference
Larry Woomert was installed on April 26 as
pastor of Community Bible ( hapel Sarasota. Fla.
The May 17 evening icrvice featured testimonies
and "hymn in the hat," a chance for congregational selection of hymns. • On May 17, the Cross
Roads congregation. Mt. Joy, Pa . sponsored a
S.W.A.P. (Sharing with Appalachian Peoplle)
dinner and the First Annual All-Star Goodtime
Talent Show to raise funds for their July trip to
Harlan. Ky.« A June 15-19 VBS for the Elizabethtown. Pa., congregation was "Canaan—You Are
There." Outdoor activities centered around recreation of the life of Bibfc times—the synagogue,
the school, and the family.
The Fairland congregation. Oleoma, Pa., enjoyed
a wealth of good music this spring: Randy and
Dawn Marks, May 17; a senior choir cantata.
"Love and Kindness," May 31; and the children's
choir singing "Come on Over t o My Own B&ck
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Yard" on June 7. • The Fellowship Chapel, Bronx,
N.Y., scheduled May 31-June 3 revival services
with Sam Dalton f r o m Denver, Colo. • Retired
pastor John Rosenberry was guest minister for the
Free Grace congregation, Millersburg, Pa., for a
Saturday evening footwashing and communion
service and the Sunday worship and fellowship
meal.
May 3 was Sunday school rally day at the
Hummelstown, Pa., church. It included participation by children in worship and the film "Love
Note." • The Lancaster, Pa., congregation had a
buffet banquet for singles on May 23 with Jim
Schambach, founder of Crossfire singles ministry,
as speaker. June 14 was Welcome Home Day for
Ginny Nix and the J o h n Spurrier family, missionaries returned from Zambia. • A new composition, J o h n Rutter's "Requiem," was sung with full
orchestra May 17 by the Manor church choir,
Mountville, Pa.
Fred and Grace Holland were guests on June 7
of the Mastersonville congregation, Manheim,
Pa., • On May 31 the junior church choir of the
Mt. Pleasant congregation, Mt. Joy, Pa., presented "The Runaway," a musical story of Jonah.
• The Palmyra, Pa., congregation has decided to
expand its present Wednesday night format by
adding visitation and special short-term ministries
to the existing prayer emphasis.
Thirteen children had perfect attendance for the
25 weeks of Pioneer Clubs events at the Pequea
church, Lancaster, Pa. Farmer McRadish visited
the Pequea VBS in June. • Linda and Titus Peachey gave a visual presentation "Making War in
Peace" about the devastation in northern Laos to
the Refton, Pa., congregation in May. • On May
17, Beula Sheaffer shared with the Shenks congregation, Elizabethtown, Pa., her experiences as a
missionary to Zambia. • Dr. Russell Green and
the Silverdale community helped fund a new steeple and carillon for the Silverdale, Pa., church.
Dedication was May 3. Five persons were baptized May 24 and 7 received as members May 31.
Jamie Ingebritson was guest soloist in the morning service May 3 at the Skyline View church,
Harrisburg, Pa. The May 10 service was led by the
youth. • The Speedwell Heights congregation, Lititz, Pa., and the Hummelstown congregation have
joined as sister churches with a commitment to
pray for each other and share various programs. •
Former Bishop Henry Ginder was scheduled to
speak June 7 to the Stowe, Pa., congregation.

Institute, presented a program recently to the Kindersley, Sask., congregation.
The Kirkland Lake, Ont., congregation held a
Family Life Conference May 23-24 with Sandi
Hannigan. The emphasis was on family activities
and building relationships. A men's fishing retreat
was planned for May 29-31. • The Lakeside
Community congregation, Calgary, Alb., received
six charter members on April 26. Pastor Friesen
led a six-week "There Can Be a New You" seminar
beginning in May. • The May 3 "Friend Day"
service of the North East Community congregation, Calgary, Alb., revolved around the message
"How to be a friend of God."
The Oak Ridges congregation, Richmond Hill,
Ont., sponsored the "Turn Your Heart Toward
Home" film series on Friday nights, May 15-June
19. • TheRidgemount congregation, Hamilton,
Ont., planned a family fun night May 19 featuring
"faith bingo." • Four persons were received as
members of the Sherkston, Ont., congregation on
May 10, three by baptism. Angie Ruegg, daughter
of Doug and Donna Ruegg, is working in Peru
with a Mission Outreach team with Scripture
Union. • The 20-voice Messiah College Singers
presented a concert of sacred music May 11 at the
Wainfleet, Ont., church. Jennifer Long, daughter
of Elvin and Lois Long, is working at Berean
Mission in Grenada with a Missions Outreach
team.

picnic and the Sunday morning service, May 9-10.
• The River Brethren continued their tour at the
Highland church, West Milton, Ohio, on the evening of May 10. On Sundays in May, the congregation viewed the Zig Zigler film series, "Raising
Positive Kids in a Negative World."
On May 17, the Lakeview Community congregation, Goodrich, Mich., had a program for all
ages on contemporary music and the role it plays
in our lives. • The second annual Cedar Point
amusement park trip for the Peace Chapel congregation, Ravenna, Ohio, was planned for June
10. • On May 10, the Pleasant Hill, Ohio, congregation viewed a slide presentation about the Paxton Street Home in Pennsylvania, a shelter for
inner city persons. The church has a new roof over
the narthex. • Earnest D. Weber was installed as
pastor of the Rolling Acres congregation, McMinnville, Tenn., on May 24.
Fred Holland delivered the morning message to
the Sippo Valley congregation, Massillon, Ohio,
on May 31. The congregation had grades 3-8 of a
community Bible school at their church from June
8-12. • On May 16, the mother-daughter brunch
of the Union Grove congregation. New Paris,
Ind., centered on the theme, "Hats a Mother
Wears." • The Sunday evening service, May 24, at
the Western Hills church, Cincinnati, Ohio, was a
showing of the film, "African Voices," about the
problems and needs on that continent.

Central Conference

Midwest Conference

The Amherst congregation, Massillon, Ohio,
planned a yard sale June 12-13 with proceeds to
reduce the church indebtedness. A new member
was received in May. • The Bethel congregation,
Merrill, Mich., hosted the Michiana Women's
Retreat on May 2 with Grace Holland speaking on
"Women Living the Holy Life." • The Blue Grass
Fellowship, Wilmore, Ky., recently had its second
annual footwashing and communion service under
the leadership of Dr. Harold Burgess and Rev.
Daryl Climenhaga. Twenty-five persons were
present. The fellowship, composed mostly of
Brethren in Christ Asbury College and Seminary
students and faculty, meets during the school year.
The Christian Union congregation, Garrett,
Ind., had a "Discovering Your Spiritual Gifts"
seminar with Ken Gibson on May 29-31. • The
River Brethren, a singing group from Niagara
Christian College, were with the Fairview congregation, Englewood, Ohio, for a Saturday evening

The Abilene, Ks., congregation planned a June
6 "Summer Round-up Road-Day-O" for children
kindergarten through grade six. The day of fun
included a "Christian Western" movie, a balloon
launch, and a "bicycles for Africa" bike-a-thon.
Louis Cober, Director of Church Relations for
Brethren in Christ World Missions, was speaker
for the May 31 morning worship. • Pastor Charles
Rickel of the Bethany congregation, Thomas,
Okla., was lured recently to a surprise party. Answering a call reporting water covering the church
lounge carpet, he arrived—wrenches in hand—to
celebrate his own birthday.
Revival services for the Mound Park congregation, Dallas Center, Iowa, were held April 25-May
3 with Rev. Mervin Potteiger. The congregation
had a spring flower shower for the church yard. •
This summer, Stacey Bell and David Fleming are
the missionaries to Timber Bay, Canada, from the
Mountain View congregation, Colorado Springs,

Canadian Conference
The Christ Crusaders of the Cheapside congregation, Nanticoke, Ont., hosted a Mother's Day
salad and dessert supper prepared by the men. •
June 21 was the planned date for the Cross Roads
congregation, Guelph, Ont., to say a formal farewell to pastoral couple David and Dorcas Climenhaga. • The Falls View congregation, Niagara
Falls, Ont., planned a Sunday school picnic for
June 7 at Queenston Park.
The Sunday morning service of the Heise Hill
congregation, Gormley, Ont., included a Camp
Kahquah presentation, a skit portraying the origin
of the Sunday school, and recognition of the clubs
staff. • Roy Sider, Pete and Mim Stern, and Ray
Sider were speakers at the spring missionary meetings of the Houghton congregation, Langton,
Ont. The drama ministry "Covenant Players"
were with the congregation on May 3. • The
Ambassadors, a 34-voice choir from Prairie Bible
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O n a recent Sunday evening the Nappanee congregation honored seven persons
whose combined membership
totals more than 360 years.
Family and friends joined in
the celebration which featured
their favorite Scriptures and
hymns. Pictured (front, from
left): Pearl Wise, Loddie
Weaver, Coralyce Lechlitner.
( B a c k ) : M a e H a i n e s , Fern
Longanecker, Elizabeth Stutzman, Frieda Clouse.
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Colo. Lowell Hoover spoke to the congregation in
May about his visit to Africa. • Bishop Glenn
Ginder spoke to the Oak Ridge congregation, Des
Moines, Iowa, on May 10. An informal fellowship
time followed.
Ed Strayer is serving the Oklahoma City, Okla.,
congregation this summer as full-time assistant
pastor. • The Rosebank congregation, Hope, Ks.,
held a men's retreat at King Solomon C a m p on the
theme, " H o w Can You Be a Christian Man
Today?" On May 31, Louis Cober showed the film
"First Fruits," the story of the beginning of Protestant missions. • Henry Ginder spoke after a
salad supper May 6 at the Zion church, Abilene,
Ks. On May 17, the congregation viewed the Luis
Palau film, "God Has No Grandchildren." After
the film, the youth had a pie and ice cream f u n d raiser for summer camp.

Pacific Conference
June 7 was Sunday school recognition Sunday
for the Chino Hills congregation, Chino, Calif. All
those with teaching responsibilities were treated to
a "breakfast" at a local restaurant. Members of the
congregation traveled to see the Angels play the
Yankees on May 23 at Anaheim Stadium. • The
j a z z / r o c k music group, Donna Kaye and Company, sang May 3 to the Glendora congregation,
San Dimas, Calif. Members were encouraged to
use the service as an outreach opportunity.
The Moreno Community church was the site of
a May 9 " W a k e - U p Call" seminar on setting personal, spiritual, and financial goals. Cathy Geller
spoke at a mother-daughter luncheon May 16 on
the theme " W h o can bring down the Hippo?" •
Retired pastor Art Cooper preached on April 26
and May 3 to the Pacific Highway congregation,
Salem, Ore. The film "Kevin Can Wait" was
viewed on May 24. • A Board of Christian Education banquet was held June 3 by the Upland,
Calif., congregation in honor of 1987 graduates.
The congregation has stepped up its ministry to
shut-ins with numerous creative plans.

For the Record
Births
Abell: Bryan Emerson, May 10; Dennis and
Shirley (Attick) Abell, Manor congregation. Pa.
Bogaert: Emily Louise, April 30; Dan and
Cindy Bogaert, Westheights congregation, Ont.
Climenhaga: Bradley Scott, May 23; Greg and
Julie Climenhaga, Falls View congregation, Ont.
Condon: Dylan Michael, May 26; Mark and
Donna (Ebersole) Condon, Cross Roads congregation, Pa.
D'Silva: David Allen, May 1; Mike and Sherry
D'Silva, Westheights congregation, Ont.
Forney: Paul Robert, May 2; Steve and Terry
Forney, Glendora congregation, Pa.
French: Jared Michael, May 14; Jay and
Georgann French, Cumberland Valley congregation, Pa.
Gardiner: Isaac Wesley, April 22, Myles and
Linda Gardiner, Delisle congregation, Sask.
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Main: Daniel Stephen, April 24; Peter and Eva
Main, Houghton congregation, Ont.
Martin: Ashley Marie, April 23; Kevin and
Brenda Martin, Fairview congregation, Ohio.
Oldham: Matthew Aaron, May 12; Ralph and
Carol Oldham, Springhope congregation, Pa.
Parmer: Tiffany Rae, April 24; Rodney and
Leona Parmer, Fairview Ave. congregation, Pa.
Reitz: Jordan Eric, April 25; Eric and Judy
Reitz, Five Forks congregation, Pa.
Ryan: Michael Patrick, April 19; Kevin and
Gail Ryan, Chino Hills congregation, Calif.
Shearer: Amanda Kim, May 13; Tim and
Cheryl Shearer, Mechanicsburg congregation, Pa.
Slabaugh: Michelle Johanna, April 15; R o m a n
and Donna Slabaugh, Western Hills congregation, Ohio.
Thrush: Ryan Wilson, April 16; Royce and
Genevieve (Helfrick) Thrush, Montgomery congregation, Pa.

Hawkins: Andrea Marie, April 22, Douglas
and Cheryl Hawkins, Bertie congregation, Ont.

Vongsa: Saysavanh Andrew, April 17; Phanxay
and Somchanh Vongsa, Kindersley congregation,
Sask.

Hawkins: Debra Leigh, April 28; Dale and
Dawn (Hess) Hawkins, Fairland congregation,
Pa.

Winger: Kenneth Charles, Mar. 23; Ken and
S h a r o n Winger, Western Hills congregation,
Ohio.

Heck: Matthew Dean, May 12; Randy and
Natalie Heck, Chambersburg congregation, Pa.
Julian: Timothy Ronald, May 12; Ron and
Lou Ann Julian, Skyline View congregation. Pa.
Keiper: Jennifer Lynn, May 5; Jim and Deb
Keiper, Elizabethtown congregation, Pa.
Kerns: J o h n William, April 8; Jeff and Kittie
Kerns, Chino Hills congregation, Calif.
King: Ryan Scott, April 17; Brad and Sue
King, Mechanicsburg congregation, Pa.

CPT steering committee formed
Will we still be hearing about Christian Peacemaker Teams 10 years from
now? A new CPT steering committee,
consisting of representatives from each
of the sponsoring denominations as well
as four members at large, will hopefully
be able to address this question.
The committee's function, at least at
this point, will be to provide information to individuals or congregations
who are interested in CPTs, receive suggestions for their implementation and
set guidelines in areas such as volunteer
orientation.
The following members may be contacted for further information, as appropriate to the individual's denominational
membership: Eber Dourte (Brethren in
Christ), RR 4, Mountain Rd„ Dillsbury, PA 17019; Edgar Metzler (Mennonite Church), P.O. Box 1245, Elkhart, IN 46517; Harry Huebner (General

Laughlin: Shawn Donald, March 24; Donald
and Sue Laughlin, Canoe Creek congregation, Pa.

Conference Mennonite Church), 600
Shaftesbury Blvd., Winnipeg, MB R3P
0M4; Harold Jantz (Mennonite Brethren), 862 Kildonan Dr., Winnipeg, MB
R3C 1K2; Charles Boyer (Church of the
Brethren), 1451 Dundee Ave., Elgin, IL
60120.
Members at large are: Dorothy Friesen, Chicago; Ruth Stolzfus Yost, Columbus, Ohio; Hedy Sawadsky, Amarillo,
Texas; and Francis Jackson, Philadelphia.
A proposal supporting the establishment of CPTs was passed by Mennonite
and Brethren in Christ representatives in
Chicago last December. Persons who
are interested in making donations to
CPTs can send their checks to Edgar
Metzler, P.O. Box 1245, Elkhart, IN
46517. The checks should be made out
to Christian Peacemaker Teams.

Weddings
Barnett-Unruh: Patty, daughter of David and
Sandy Unruh, Pequea, Pa., and Michael, son of
Charles and Mary Ann Barnett, Washington
Boro, Pa., May 2 at the Pequea Brethren in Christ
Church, Lancaster, Pa., with Rev. Gerald Wingert
officiating.
Beckner-Brechbill: Patti Ann, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Kenneth E. Brechbill, St. Thomas, Pa.,
and James B., son of Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Beckner, Chambersburg, Pa., April 25 at the
Chambersburg Brethren in Christ Church with
Rev. Graybill Brubaker officiating.
Charles-Hurst: Connie Jo, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Oliver Hurst, Columbia, Pa., and Thomas Lee, son of Mr. and Mrs. Clayton Charles,
Lancaster, Pa., May 9 at the M a n o r Brethren in
Christ Church, Mountville, Pa., with Rev. John
Hawbaker officiating.
Hower-Thompson: Laurie, daughter of Mrs.
Erma P. Thompson and the late Jay Thompson,
and Timothy, son of Mr. and Mrs. Donald
Hower, May 16 in the Cedar Grove Brethren in
Christ Church with Rev. M. Eugene Heidler
officiating.
Lichty-Kennedy: Kathleen, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Richard Kennedy, of Orillia, Ont., and
Doug, son of Rev. and Mrs. L o m e Lichty, Montgomery, Pa., May 2 at the Rosebank Brethren in
Christ Church, Petersburg, Ont., with Rev. L o m e
Lichty and Rev. Rick Silvestro officiating.
Mosser-Munro: Karen Ann Munro, daughter
of William Dietz, Waldorf, Maryland and Leah
Dickey, Mill Hall, Pa., and Robert Michael, son
of Robert J. and Viola Mosser, Mill Hall, May 23
at the Cedar Heights Brethren in Christ Church
with Rev. John L. Bundy officiating.
Turman-Rose: Susan Elizabeth, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Robert W. Rose, Cedar Grove,
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N.J., a n d Delbert Lynn, son of Rev. and Mrs. W.
R u p e r t T u r m a n , W a y n e s b o r o . Pa.. M a y 9 at the
G r a n t h a m Brethren in Christ C h u r c h with Wilbur
Besecker a n d Rev. R u p e r t T u r m a n officiating.

Obituaries
Bricker: M a b e l L. Bricker. b o r n Sept. 22, 1902,
died M a r c h 29 at C h a m b e r s b u r g , Pa. She is survived by 4 children, Harvey Sr., Russell Jr.,
Michael, a n d M a r y Zeger; 14 grandchildren; 28
great-grandchildren; and 2 great-great-grandchild r e n . M a b e l was associated with the Brethren in
Christ all her life. She had been a m e m b e r of the
M t . T a b o r church, Mercersburg, Pa., since 1973.
Officiating at the f u n e r a l were Rev. Roy E. Brake,
Sr., a n d Rev. Russell Martin. Interment was at the
Walsh R u n Cemetery.
Butler: J o s e p h i n e Bower Butler, Lock Haven,
Pa., b o r n M a y 24, 1919, in L o g a n t o n , Pa., died
April 28. She was the w i d o w of Charles O. Butler,
w h o preceded her in d e a t h on J a n . 25, 1985. Mrs.
Butler was a m e m b e r of the C e d a r Heights
Brethren in Christ C h u r c h where the funeral was
held with Rev. J o h n L. Bundy officiating. Interm e n t was in M t . P l e a s a n t C e m e t e r y , G r e e n
Township.

t e a m in southern Ohio and was associated primarily with the Highland C h u r c h while earning a
livelihood in farming.
He has left his m a r k
on the southern Ohio
c h u r c h as a pastor, in
his role on the official
board of the district,
a n d in the establishm e n t of M e m o r i a l
Holiness C a m p . His
influence was felt in
his complete dedication to the things of the Lord
that represented him t h r o u g h o u t his long life.
Characteristic of this was his involvement in gospel meetings both as preacher a n d hearer. Revival
meetings were a m a j o r interest in his life as evangelist a n d a t t e n d a n t . He was always a n active participant in services, praising the Lord and sharing his
concern that the whole will of God be d o n e in
those w h o seek to follow the Lord.
The long life and ministry of our Brother E. J.
R o h r e r speak f o r themselves. As "the eyes of the
Lord are u p o n the righteous," so are the eyes of
God's people. Their impact is made and their
m e m o r y is precious a m o n g those with w h o m they

walked. So it is with o u r brother w h o m the Lord
has taken home.
Owen H. Alderfer
Bishop, Central Conference
Traver: Effie Traver, born Aug. 12, 1902, died
April 28. She is survived by her husband, George;
one daughter, Delia Bossert; one granddaughter,
D a w n ; and a great-grandson. She was a m e m b e r
of the Bertie Brethren in Christ C h u r c h where the
f u n e r a l service was held with Rev. Greg F u n k and
Rev. Arthur Heise officiating. Interment was in
Wainfleet's Maple Lawn Cemetery.
Williams: Bob Williams, born M a r . 11, 1929,
died April 29. He is survived by his wife Eva; a son,
H o w a r d ; two daughters, W a n d a Green and Kathy
Frances; a n d grandchildren. He was a m e m b e r of
the Springvale Brethren in Christ Church where
he was a dedicated usher. Funeral services were
held at the Hyde and Mott Funeral H o m e ,
Hagersville, Ont., with Rev. Jeff House a n d Rev.
Paul Nigh officiating, and at Medina Baptist
C h u r c h with Rev. T h o m a s Sero and Rev. Melchi
Henry officiating. Interment was in the church
cemetery.

Kipe: N a n c y Kipe, b o r n Nov. 27, 1922, in Winchester, Va., died April 21 in Waynesboro, Pa. She
is survived by her h u s b a n d , Samuel; three children;
eight grandchildren; five brothers a n d a sister. She
w a s a m e m b e r of the Fairview Avenue Brethren in
Christ C h u r c h , W a y n e s b o r o , where the funeral
service was held with Rev. Lynn T h r u s h officiating. Interment was in Ringgold Cemetery.
Kopp: B e n j a m i n G. K o p p , age 71, died M a y 3.
He is survived by his wife, Alma Wolgemuth
K o p p ; 6 children; 3 stepchildren; 13 grandchildren; 1 great-grandchild; and 8 stepgrandchildren.
B e n j a m i n attended the Mt. Pleasant Brethren in
Christ C h u r c h , Mt. J o y , Pa. The funeral service
was held at the Mt. J o y Mennonite C h u r c h where
he was a m e m b e r , with Rev. Jerel Book, Rev.
Shelly Shenenberger, and Rev. J o e Sherer officiating. I n t e r m e n t was in Eberly's Cemetery, Mt. Joy.
Rohrer: E m m a n u e l J. R o h r e r , 95, of West Milt o n , O h i o , died April 17. He was b o r n to David
a n d A m a n d a (Paulus) R o h r e r on Oct. 27, 1891.
He is survived by his wife, M a r y M. (Wise) Sweet
Rohrer; a son. Harold L.; 3 daughters, Evelyn M.
Eisner; Miriam E. R o o n e y ; a n d Lois K. Schaeffer;
7 grandchildren; 13 great-grandchildren; and 5
great-great-grandchildren. A son. Carl Eugene,
preceded him in death. He was a retired minister of
the Pleasant Hill, O h i o . Brethren in Christ C h u r c h
a n d the Highland Brethren in Christ C h u r c h .
F u n e r a l services were held at the Hale-Sarver
F u n e r a l H o m e , West Milton, with Rev. J o h n
Pawleski and Rev. Charles Rice officiating. Interment was in Highland Cemetery.
Tribute
O n e of God's stalwart men of the Central C o n ference, the Reverend E. J. Rohrer, has gone h o m e
a f t e r some 70 years of service to God and the
c h u r c h in S o u t h e r n Ohio. "Brother M a n u e l " has
been identified across the years with single-minded
devotion to God a n d the work of the Kingdom. He
loved to be where God's presence was evident —
where the spirit of G o d was active a m o n g his
people.
E m m a n u e l Rohrer's service to the church began
in a time of bi-vocational ministry a m o n g the
Brethren in Christ. He was a part of the ministrv
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can be a
part of the

<MCC

program."

Farmers in Harvey County,
Kan., like many across the
U.S. and Canada, have
been collecting, bagging
and shipping grain tor the
hungry for many years.
"We know there are needs
in the world and we enjoy
working together to help,"
Goefing says.

-Mito Goefing, Halstead. Kan.

c

Everyone can work for the
poor.

Mennonite
Central
Committee
Mennonite Central
Committee and MCC U.S.
21 Sooth 12th Street
Box M
Akron, PA 17501
MCC Canada
134 Piaza Drive
Winnipeg, MB R3T 5K9
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"Who can
you believe?"
by David L. McKenna
Literally millions of words have been written and
spoken about the PTL affair during the past few days.
The most telling words, however, came to me over the
top of the lockers as I was untying my tennis shoes.
Laughter led the way as four men joked pleasantly about
the "Jim and Tammy Show." Then there was a pause.
Out of the sobering silence came a question couched in a
curse, "Who can you believe anymore?"
My spirit slumped. For the first time, I realized how
much people really want to believe. Also, I realized how
much people rely upon religious leaders as persons in
whom they want to believe. So, underneath the furor

"Open
books"
by David L. McKenna
Unless something earth-shaking happens, this will be
my last commentary on the "unholy war" raging among
television evangelists. Lost in the shuffle of sensational
headlines about sexual scandal, lavish living, and hush
money is the 1.3 million dollar gift from the betting
profits of a Florida dog track owner which won a
reprieve on Oral Robert's death sentence. Momentarily,
let me set aside questions about gambling dollars for
God's work by recalling Mark Twain's quip that the only
problem with tainted money is, "There tain't enough."
Oral proved Mark Twain right when he announced that
he now needs 8 extra million dollars a year "until Jesus
comes."
According to a public opinion poll, 59.7 percent of the
people believe that money, not ministry, is the primary
motive of television evangelists. If so, integrity in raising
and spending money is the first step on the way back to
public credibility for TV preachers. I challenge Oral
Roberts to take the lead. Without waiting another day,
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over an "evangelical civil war" is the heart cry for faith—
someone in whom we can believe.
Suddenly, the PTL affair became my problem. The
desperation of people who want to believe made PTL a
spectacular success. The seduction of power, money, and
sex may bring PTL down. But is this any different than
the little empires we build in our own institutions, our
local churches, and even within our own hearts? Without
excusing or judging what happened at PTL, I see it as a
check on our pride, our popularity, and our power.
Through the media, the world has now seen us at our
worst. Will they see us at our best? If we practice what we
preach, we will repent of our pride, ask forgiveness for
our sin, submit ourselves to the Body of Christ, and
reappear before the public as humble in spirit but
redeemed by grace. As C. S. Lewis put it, ". . . clean
mirrors in which we see a Face that is not our own."
To the four men in the locker room, we have a chance
to show them the person in whom they can still believe.

he should announce that he will fully disclose in an
audited statement how he spends the 8.7 million dollars
raised for medical missions. At the same time, he should
follow with the promise of "open books" for his ministry
from now on.
Every other television preacher should do the same. In
fact, they should go a step further and join Billy Graham
as accredited members of the Evangelical Council for
Financial Accountability. Then, in the credits at the end
of the telecasts, they should show the ECFA symbol as
evangelical Christianity's "Good Faithkeeping Seal of
Approval."
Oral Roberts has often said that he has a word from
the mouth of the Lord. Now, it's his turn to listen. To
restore the spiritual credibility of the Church at Ephesus,
the Angel of the Lord commanded, "Do your first works
over." Because television evangelism starts with money,
fiscal integrity is the front edge of its witness. Only full
financial disclosure can now restore credibility to that
witness. If Oral Roberts, patriarch of TV preachers,
would lead the way, others would be pressed to follow.
Until then, they don't deserve another dime.
David McKenna is president of Asbury Theological Seminary, Wilmore, Ky. These comments were first broadcast over
local Christian radio stations in conjunction with the program,
" The Rest of the News," and are printed here by permission.
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Messiah
College News
Trustees review successful year
Messiah College President D. Ray
Hostetter opened the Board of Trustees
meetings held on campus May 14-15 by
saying the college had a successful 198687 year in many ways. The board then
acted on or discussed the following:
—approved a 24 percent increase—
nearly $500,000—in institutional financial aid that is available to students.
—the total budget for the coming fiscal year at Messiah was approved at
$22,787,000, an increase of nearly ten
percent.
—an enrollment increase of 1.75% is
expected in September, with a total
enrollment of 1,950 projected. Applications from the class of 1991 are running
approximately 20 percent ahead of last
year. Included in the enrollment are a
record 93 students admitted to the Philadelphia campus for the fall semester.
—acted to provide funding for the
new 281-bed Woodside Residence Hall,
which will be ready for occupancy in
September 1987 to accommodate the
larger student body.
—a number of new faculty members
were confirmed, resulting in a net increase of approximately three full-time
faculty and thereby lowering the student/faculty ratio.
—College Advancement reported that
through ten months, total giving to the
college for the fiscal year had topped $6
million, surpassing last year's total giving by approximately $435,000. Included
in the total are two major trusts.
Three new board members were appointed: Dillsburg, Pa., land developer
Vernon Anderson (Grantham congregation), Allegheny Conference representative to the board, placed on the
Physical Plant Committee; Greenville,
Ohio, homemaker Eunice Steinbrecher
(Pleasant Hill congregation), Central
Conference representative to the board,
placed on the College Advancement
Committee; and Columbus, Ga., physician Dr. Robert Worman (a member of
the Clarence Center, New York, congregation).
Dr. Ernest Boyer, Princeton, N.J.,
chairman of the Messiah College Board
of Trustees; and Emerson Frey, Millersville, Pa., (Manor congregation), chairman of the board at Turkey Hill Dairies,
Inc.; were unanimously voted to life
membership as trustees. Appointed to
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Several new members of the Board of Trustees: (starting second from left) Vernon Anderson,
Judy Blount, Jim Vandermey, Eunice Steinbrecher, and Melvin Eyster. With them are D. Ray
Hostetter (far left), president, and Ernest Boyer (far right), board chairman.

the board for another four-year term
were Harriet Fredricksen, Camp Hill,
Pa.; Calvin High, Lancaster, Pa.; J.
Omar Landis, Manheim, Pa.; and Marlin Thomas, Lancaster, Pa.
Faculty earn research grants
Eight faculty members have been
awarded grant money for various research projects they are undertaking this
summer:
Four individuals received the Excellence in Teaching Award from the college, chosen on the basis of their teaching and advising as well as the quality of
their proposals.
Assistant Professor of Biblical Studies Dr. Terry Brensinger, Grantham
(Mechanicsburg congregation), will be
writing the section on I and II Kings for
a new Bible commentary series.
Associate Professor of Business and
Economics Dr. Steven Musser, Mechanicsburg, will be writing a journal article
on charismatic leadership in the workplace.
Instructor in Spanish Linda Parkyn,
Grantham, will be traveling to Guatemala to do an ethnographic study on the
relationship between two neighboring
cultures in the midwestern rural highlands.
Professor of History and English Literature Dr. E. Morris Sider, Grantham
(Grantham congregation), will be writing a novel about growing up in rural
Ontario in the 1930s and 40s.
Also, awarded this year for the first
time were four scholarship grants based
solely on the merits of the proposal.
Assistant Professor of Science and
History Dr. Edward Davis, Dillsburg
(Grantham congregation), will be writing journal articles on 17th Century
science.
Professor of Biology Dr. Gerald Hess,
Dillsburg (Grantham congregation), is
studying electron microscopy in the
Hershey Medical Center.

Assistant Professor of Church History Dr. Douglas Jacobsen, Grantham,
is beginning a book on American Evangelical hermenuetics.
Associate Professor of Psychology
Dr. Robert Suggs, Harrisburg, will be
writing a book on the influence of AfroAmericans on the history of Liberia.
Student scholars, athlete excel
Two Brethren in Christ students were
among those seniors receiving special
honors this spring. English and history
major Jeanne Kathleen Hess, Lancaster, Pa. (Pequea congregation) was
named the "Outstanding Senior English
Major" at Messiah. She graduated summa cum laude in May, with a grade
point average of 3.90.
Computer science major Marlene K.
Strite, Waynesboro, Pa. (Fairview
Avenue congregation) received a College Student Computer Award from the
Susquehanna Valley Chapter of the
Association for Computing Machinery.
One of five college and university students in central Pennsylvania to receive
the award, Strite graduated from Messiah magna cum laude.
Also, before graduating and preparing to return to Zimbabwe to teach at a
Brethren in Christ high school, Shylock
Ndlovu, Bulawayo, Zimbabwe (Lobengula congregation) led Messiah's men's
track team to an 8-0 record and again
won the 10,000 and 5,000 meter runs at
the Middle Atlantic Conference meet
held May 1-2 at Ursinus College.
In addition, three other denomination graduates graduated summa cum
laude: Malinda G. Brubaker, mathematics, Mechanicsburg (Grantham congregation) and Jill M. Seaman, computer science, East Amherst, N. Y. (Clarence
Center congregation) both achieved perfect 4.0 grade point averages, while Karl
L. Hostetler, Christian education, Upland, Calif., graduated with a 3.97.
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"Phoebe's Journal
"More on textbooks, etc."
Dear Phoebe:
Apparently you wrote your article,
"Textbooks, religious freedom, and pluralism" [May Visitor] based entirely on
what the news media reported about the
Tennessee textbook case. It is hard to
believe that the news media could be so
biased in their reporting.
The enclosed account of the case by
the Liberty Report is what the parents
say happened in the case and it is vastly
different from the report of the news
media. I have to go with these Christian
parents and would affirm their stand for
parents' rights.
Since your article was critical of these
Christian parents, I think you owe it to
the readers of the Visitor to give them
the parents' account (see sidebar). It
could be helpful to those with children
in school to realize that the real problem
was the Holt Basic Reader Series.

You also mention in your article some
ideas about feminism that trouble me.
What do you mean when you say, "Personally, I am delighted when my children are taught feminism and pacifism
because I believe, according to my definitions, that they're both biblical." Do
you mean to endorse the ideas of Betty
Friedan, the founder of NOW? Do you
also want your children to be taught the
religious beliefs of secular humanism?
Your statements certainly demand clarification.
Glenn F. Diller
Grants Pass, Oregon
Dear Mr. Diller,
I am responding to your letter asking
for clarification of what I said in my
article on "Textbooks, Religious Freedom, and Pluralism." Thank you for

Key sections of the report
referred to by Glenn Diller:
. . . The subject of all this controversy was the Holt Basic Reader
Series, not individual books such as
The Diary of Anne Frank or The
Wizard of Oz.
And it was only the readers for the
second through the eighth grades
that came under parental criticism,
Frost [one of the parents] explained,
not first grade reading material such
as Goldilocks and the Three Bears.
Essentially what disturbed parents
was the way the school reading program took 10 or 12 pages of the Oz
book and Anne Frank and combined
them with the occult.
In the case of The Wizard of Oz,
the partial text of the story was
placed in conjunction with other teachings on witches.
"The children were required to
write magic words and incantations,"
Frost said.
Teacher's manuals gave instructions
for out-of-body experiences in which
students were supposed to float out
of the body and then return and share
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their experiences with other students
in the class. Also encouraged was
instruction in the third-eye psychic
power. . . .
In the case of The Diary of Anne
Frank the parents objected not to the
book itself but to the way in which a
segment of the book was used to discredit religion in general and promote the one-world government
thrust of the instruction. . . .
"What it teaches is that all religions
are equally good and equally foolish," Frost reported. "The unit in the
reading text proposes that no one has
the truth."
If these suppositions are accepted,
she stated, the world climate becomes
more favorable to the concept of
oneness, which is needed for a oneworld government to exist.
"We aren't objecting to any story
by itself; we're not asking for a perfect world. But systematic, year-byyear exposure to the occult and participation in the psychic is too
much. . . ."

taking the time to write about an issue
that's important to you.
You said that my original article
apparently was "based entirely on what
the news media reported about the Tennessee book case." You also enclosed an
account from the Liberty Report (although you didn't say what that is or
who publishes it) which explains the
parents' point of view and notes that the
real problem was with the Holt Basic
Reader Series rather than with specific
pieces of literature, as I had implied in
my defense of The Diary of Anne
Frank.
I admit that I didn't research the Tennessee case thoroughly before I wrote,
and so I probably didn't have all the
facts of that case straight. For that I
apologize. However, because my educational background is in literature, I
taught for several years in a public high
school, and my children go to public
schools, I was interested in the issue
aside from the facts of any particular
case. The Tennessee case merely served
as a catalyst for additional thoughts on
the subject.
According to the Liberty Report, the
crux of the problem seems to be with the
teachers' manuals. Unfortunately, I
couldn't find the teacher's manual which
contained The Diary of Anne Frank,
but I looked at the one containing The
Wizard of Oz. I couldn't find the instructions for writing magic words and incantations or for out-of-body experiences
that the Liberty Report said were there.
(I looked at the 1980 edtion; perhaps
another one was the basis for the Tennessee case.) There were comments about
good and bad witches, wizardry, and
magic, but nothing that is not called for
by the content of the story.
I also looked through other parts of
the manuals for Riders on the Earth
(one volume of the Holt Basic Reader
Series). As far as I could tell, the whole
series tries to teach basic human values
like courage, honesty, self-reliance, and
respect for others. It doesn't teach those
things from a Christian perspective, but
I don't think it teaches anything that is
anti-Christian either. One unit contains
various legends and folk tales, like the
Beowulf story and the Camelot and
Arthurian legends. Those stories include
polytheism, superstition, belief in magic,
Evangelical Visitor

etc. They're not taught as values, however, but as parts of the pieces of literature in question. I simply don't have a
problem with that, even though I know
some people do.
You also objected to my statement
that I want my children to be taught
feminism and pacifism, and wondered
whether that means that I endorse the
ideas of Betty Friedan and the national
Organization for Women (NOW). I
define feminism as the belief that women
and men are equal (although different)
and should have equal opportunities to
use whatever gifts they have. I believe
that the Bible supports that view (capsulized by Jesus' treatment of women
and Paul's statement in Galatians 3:28
that "in Christ, there is neither male nor
female"). I always hesitate to use the

words "feminism" and "pacifism" because of all the negative baggage associated with them (I don't support all that
NOW and many secular feminists and
pacifists stand for). But I also dislike
pussyfooting around perfectly good
words. That's why I inserted the words,
"according to my definitions," when I
said I believe that feminism and pacifism are both biblical.
I'm sure we both want our children to
become Christians and to live by Christian values and ethics. In our complex
world, it's difficult to feel like we're in
control of what happens to them because
there are so many things that influence
them. I understand why parents get
upset when they feel that what they
believe to be true and right is being
undermined by the public schools.

I also want to protect my children,
but I don't think that the way to do that
is to withdraw them from any contact
with ideas that 1 find objectionable.
Ultimately, also, they have to make their
own decisions about what to believe.
Life is simply not as black and white as
we might like it to be, and I really believe
that our children need to learn early how
to deal with different ideas. At the same
time, I know that each family has to
make its own way, and what may feel
right for me and my children will not be
right for someone else. So I thank you
for making me examine again a point of
view different from my own. That's
always good for me.
Sincerely,
Phoebe

by focusing on material possessions;
you write about how to discipline all of
our thoughts. In fact, it almost sounds
as if you are a proponent of what has
come to be known in our day as positive
thinking.
Last week a situation presented itself
which aroused me emotionally to the
point that I responded with a letter. I
consciously tried to emphasize things
which were honest, just, pure, lovely,
and of good report, like you counseled
us in Philippians 4.1 felt good about the
letter and even showed it to a few
people—they thought it was well-written,
too. After several revisions of the letter,
it was suitable for mailing. I had tried
positive thinking and it worked. Why
hadn't I learned sooner!
Several days later the same incident
which prompted the letter seemed to
take a turn for the worse. There were
quite a few unfortunate remarks, morose
feelings, and anxious moments. I still
have difficulty in finding any positive
feelings about the situation. It seems I
need a period of time when I let these
emotions simmer and even boil until a
calmness returns. For me to try to smile
and act pleasant during the difficult time
would only be a cover-up.
I know I'm not alone feeling this way
sometimes. A look at the local newspaper, or even hearing the sharing at
prayer meeting leave little doubt that

problems exist. Just this week an 11year-old boy in our town was killed
accidentally. I wonder how the parents
can bear it. This foul rain does indeed
fall on the just and the unjust.
As I think over the experiences of
Bible heroes, I know there were times of
depression, anger, and anxiety for all of
them. Moses repeatedly became impatient with the children of Israel. One of
the most poignant scenes in the Old Testament is in the passage telling of David's realization that his son Absalom
had been killed (2 Sam. 18:24-33). To
add to his remorse, this was the death of
a rebellious son, and the fact that David
was being punished for his sins did not
take away the pain.
In fact, it is difficult to find examples
in the Bible of people who did not suffer.
You seemed to have nearly lost your
patience with the Corinthian church
when you presented a long list in 2 Corinthians 11 of things which you experienced. It is difficult to think those
things were said with a smile, and it was
not until the last four verses of the final
chapter that you mellowed.
A wise instructor once told us, "It's no
disgrace to get dirty, but it is to stay
dirty." Even though we know things will
eventually work out for good (Rom.
8:28), it is difficult always to act on that
knowledge. A burden is heavy while we
carry it. Uncertainty about the outcome

7 J m s i m s
Dear Paul,
Positive thinkers annoy me, and I
have a tendency not to trust people who
smile too much. I usually think their
expressions don't reflect their true feelings. John Stoner's picture in the May
issue of the Evangelical Visitor seems
more in tune with my nature. He is
aware of problems, he talks about them,
and he is frustrated because nobody
seems to listen. Should we always be on
top of things? And even when we're not,
should we pretend to be?
I often read Jesus' teaching on worry
and anxiety (Matt. 6:25-34) and think I
will remember it the next time I feel
anxious. I look back on past events and
realize that most of the things which
concerned me at the time turned out
much better than I expected. Sometimes
I even have difficulty remembering exactly what I was worried about. But after
repeating these sorts of mental exercises,
I feel good for several hours . . . then
things start building up again.
I also read what you told us in Philippians 4:4-9. Jesus talked about anxiety

Readers may correspond with
both Phoebe and Onesimus by
writing to them c/o the Evangelical Visitor, P.O. Box 166, Nappanee, IN 46550.
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can add to the tension. But the realization that things have worked out before,
and probably will work out again, gives
us hope. The optimistic tone of most of
your writings and the many psalms of
praise which David wrote remind me
that positive feelings are not the results

of a charmed or faultless life, but result
instead because God will forgive our
mistakes, allows us to forget the past,
and give us confidence and strength for
the future.
Now that I think about it, I may try
positive thinking again—sometime. It

might not hurt me to smile just a little bit
more. Before I do, however, I would
want to be able to realistically appraise
the facts, and keep open the possibility
that things may not always immediately
appear to work out well.
Onesimus

Thanks lor the coverage
We appreciate the extensive coverage
normally given to NAE news in the
Evangelical Visitor. It's always gratifying, although I'm afraid we seldom say
"Thank you."
However, I must take the time to
express sincere appreciation for the
comprehensive layout in your May issue,
covering our 45th annual convention
most thoroughly. On behalf of Dr. Billy
A. Melvin and our office staff, we say
the heartiest "Thank you!" to you and
your capable staff.
I won't yield to temptation, but I am
tempted to send your spread to all our
denominational magazines and implore
them, "Go thou and do likewise!"
Donald R. Brown
Director, National Association
of Evangelicals

I follow with great interest the stories
that Paul Hostetler puts in "Money
Matters" about some of the miracles
God is doing in churches and in relationship to Cooperative Ministries. . . .
Keep up the good work in printing
your church paper. I never throw them
away. I've saved them over my married
years, 39 of them. God's blessing on all
who write and those who serve with you.
Mrs. Robert Hartman
Mercersburg, Pa.

a sense of worth. Humans were not
created to be alone. Although some may
withdraw themselves, it is not our nature
by birth to desire to be alone. Happenstances in their formative years have
caused some to fear contact with possible injurious reoccurrences.
As Mrs. Snyder implies, passing greetings may be cheery facial expressions,
but more is needed to build a friend
relationship. I believe there are some
who may not be able to initiate a friendship because of fear. We may call them
listless "wallflowers," but they are part
of God's creation and are merely waiting
for someone to draw them out of their
shell.
Each of us realizes what a stabilizer it
is to have the handclasp of another in
unity of love and friendship, or the comfort of the arm of consolation. Let's take
a risk and lend ourselves to someone else
who may need a spirit lift of a friendship.
Thanks to the author for her sharing
these words of wisdom. It's good to
know that personal insights and shared
counsel are available not only from
authorities in California, Texas, or
Minnesota, but from our own home
area and denomination.
Ruth McMullen
Elizabethtown, Pa.

Renewal notes
I'm sending in my money for a twoyear subscription for the Visitor. Last
week we got a letter from you saying the
subscription will end this month. I mislaid that letter and can't find it anywhere.
In no way do we want to miss one
issue of this church paper. We feel it is
getting much better with the kind of
articles you have been printing.

Pontius'
Puddle

Thank you for a great magazine! 1
really enjoy all the articles. I especially
enjoy seeing the section "For the
Record." I think this adds a personal
touch to a caring magazine. Thank you
for all your hard work to put this magazine together.
Laurie Thompson
Mifllintown, Pa.
Friendship factor
I completely appreciated the article
"The Friendship Factor" by Esther
Snyder (April issue). What a simple
answer to many deep-seated emotional
needs.
To have a true friend lifts one out of
the pit of seclusion and brings into view

VJE ELDER LV WAVE SPENT YEARS PLANTING? SEEDS OF
FAITH, WATERIN& ROOTS Of BELIEF, AND CULTIVATING
SPIRITUAL GRLFTS. SO WE ASKEO TV\E CUORC-I4TO OSE
O S IM f\ WA*3 TWAT SHOWS THEIR RESPECT POR
T H E ELDERLY AS
A RESOURCE._
WHATDID

Bulletins and newsletters reprinting "Pontius' Puddle" from the
Visitor must pay $5 for each use
to Joel Kauffmann, 111 Carter
Road, Goshen, IN 46526.
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Total commitment
". . . for I know whom I have believed, and am persuaded that he is able to keep that which I have committed unto him against that day."
The apostle Paul's commitment was "against that
day." He had asked two questions on the Damascus
road: " W h o art thou, Lord?" and "What wilt thou have
me to do?" As a convinced man, Paul became a committed man.
The time limit was set. It reached beyond the length of
this life to the second advent of Christ when life's account
would be settled.
This decision ruled out living life as an opportunist.
For him, purpose and direction were no longer a question. The issue was decided as to what to do even though
doubtless there were moments of concern how to perf o r m most effectively. Total commitment to Christ does
not mean that immediately we have all the answers for
life's journey. Day by day faith and trust in the Holy
Spirit's guidance are the norm of life to a committed
Christian.
Commitment involves the acceptance of responsibility. A giving up and giving over of one's self to Christ
includes more than mere surrender. The white flag of
surrender can be waved but does not necessarily mean
becoming an active recruit on the other side. Too many
Christians have given up to Christ without giving themselves over to Christ.
Commitment is not a question of talent or ability.
What one can or cannot do is no premise for consideration. What a congregation could accomplish/or Christ if
all the able and supposedly unable people were totally
committed to Christ!
Irresponsibility is a grave fault among Christians.
Such would be less difficult to accept if high levels of
professed Christian experience were not involved. Church
membership, though not a saving factor in life, becomes
a sacred responsibility. Loyalty to the church's program
seems so difficult. Some mission cause or radio program
plausibly presented cuts right straight through some
people's devotion. Distance and lack of information lend
enchantment and away in the mail goes an offering that
would be much better invested in the congregational
budget.
If some other big meeting, or sensational activity does
not interfere, the pastor can count on certain members on
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Sunday and prayer meeting evenings. Otherwise, the
need for soul food and a more spiritual meeting takes
precedence.
Nonchalance and indifference take their toll f r o m
effectiveness in the church's program. When conflicts
ensue, involving priority, too often the cause of Christ
rates secondary.
Total commitment reveals itself in character. Christ's
gracious spirit will be reflected. Whether it was the
"woman at the well," the Canaanite woman whose
daughter was "grievously vexed with the devil," or the
elite Nicodemus who came as an inquirer under the cover
of night, each was greeted by a compassionate Christ.
In God's sight, faithfulness outweighs usefulness. A
total commitment to Christ is expressed by devotion for
the cause. Quiet, unobtrusive, deeply devoted to Christ
and the church, such committed Christians do much to
advance the Lord's work in any congregation and
community.
Joseph wept and remonstrated when cruel brethren
sold him to the Ishmaelites. Doubtless this was not the
only weeping experience of those thirteen difficult years.
Sometime, somewhere during these years Joseph discovered the secret of total commitment to God. Such grace
seized Joseph's soul that he was able to interpret cruel
treatment as a means to accomplish the divine purpose.
When opportunity came to "get even" with his brethren,
the bigness of his soul transformed a tense moment into
transcending fellowship.
Infirmity, frailty, earthy and faulty—these characterize all of us. There are none exempt. To recognize our
own weaknesses is the only way to attain strength in the
Lord.
J.N.H.
September 16, 1963

This year marks the 100th anniversary of the Evangelical Visitor. From time to time during this centennial year
we are reprinting selected editorial comments
from
former Visitor editors. J. N. Hostetter served as editor
from 1947 to 1967, and then was interim editor for eleven
months following the death of John Zercher in 1979.
John and his wife Nellie are retired and live at Messiah
Village, Mechanicsburg, Pa.
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Triggering thoughts
of renewal
by Owen H. Alderfer
We get accustomed to the familiar. Finally, the special becomes
ordinary and drops from view. There
is danger that this will happen with
our emphasis on renewal. We have
been talking about renewal for a
couple of years already with our
focus on Renewal 2000, Phase I.
Now we are urging attention to
Renewal 2000, Phase II, the emphasis upon the spiritual aspect of renewal as expressed in an "up-statement"
of our doctrinal articles. This has to
be more than the processing of some
theological statements for our church;
it must be a serious quest for personal refreshing accompanying our
"up-statement."

"Renewal" implies a number of
significant experiences. At root, this
is a simple term: the prefix "re-"
implies the repetition of something,
a call to do something again. That is
an appropriate kind of call because
our nature is to lose sight of the
important when the accustomed becomes familiar. "Renewal" is a
familiar exercise in our lives: we
renew subscriptions to all sorts of
things; we renew the energy cells in
our electronic equipment; we renew
the supply of salt in the water softener. Without renewal, things in
our lives come to a gradual halt.
A book by David L. McKenna,
Renewing our Ministry, came to my
attention as I was thinking about
this article. In this the author has
twelve chapters titled with words
beginning with the "re-" prefix—

Pamphlets ask readers to measure
TV gospel by the Word of God
Who is truly representing Jesus Christ
in the United States today?
The television preachers, advocating
more military spending, Star Wars and
nuclear superiority, claim to be representing Jesus Christ. Jim Bakker has
been discredited because of sexual and
financial misdemeanors. Jerry Falwell,
who claims to be standing in the gap
now, supports the dream of American
freedom defended by military might.
Is this the message of Jesus Christ?
"The way to avoid future embarrassment when televangelists are discredited
is to measure them now by the Word of
God," says John Stoner, author of a
1986 pamphlet series titled "Letters to
American Christians." The pamphlets,
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published by Herald Press, were written
to challenge misleading interpretations
of the gospel, notes Stoner, who is executive secretary of MCC U.S. Peace
Section.
"People who are asking, 'Who can I
really believe?' ought to read 'Letters to
American Christians.' It is good material to start discussion," says Luke Stoltzfus of Philadelphia, Pa. Stoltzfus chairs
the MCC U.S. Peace Section, which
sponsored the publication of the letters.
Titles of the pamphlet series include:
"Does God Save From Enemies?," "Conversion to the Kingdom of God" and
"Peace Church Evangelism." The set of
seven 12-page pamphlets is available for
$3 from Herald Press, Scottdale, PA
15683.
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reliving, reclaiming, rebuilding, etc.
The plan of the book triggered some
thoughts relevant to our current
focus on renewal. I have space only
to mention them; hopefully you can
work them out during these days of
renewal.
Reviewing God's callings—We are
favored people: we have known the
callings of God to salvation, holiness, and service. No one comes to
God without his callings. Remember
the time when the Spirit moved in
your life and you responded to the
call to salvation? To holiness? Are
those callings fresh and vital?
Renewing our
commitments—Regardless of how firm and final our
original commitments to God were,
most of us need to review these now
and then, and firm them up in view
of the constant bombardment we
undergo from hostile forces we confront in our world.
Refreshing relationships—I have
to work at relationships continuously lest they become insipid and
meaningless. This is true of God and
of other people as well. Starting a
day without relating to God is dangerous. That moment of quiet refreshment is crucial. The same is true
regarding people we care about.
Restoring our spirits—The familiar words of Psalm 23, "He restoreth
my soul," say it very plainly. Renewal calls for a restoration of presence
and power of God in my life for
today. The late Reverend Peter
Marshall was the first person I noted
who described this as "recharging
the batteries of the soul." That it is.
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